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FORMALITY the question of Vladivostok willprove to be one of the most difficult
which the conference will face, asTO MR.K Russia has not concealed her disin-
clination to permit it to enter into MRS. JOHN AUSTIN PASSED 
--A 
the negotiations. t ' AWAY AFTER OPERATIONIn this connection an interesting FOR CANCER.story is co-rent in diplomatic circles
regarding the selection of Baron Ko- Dr. D. W. Blackwell Died' Suddenlymora as, Japan's chief peace plenipo- at Home of His Daughter,tentiary. According to this story Ja- I Mrs. Wise.pan has hardly less trouble than did i
Russia in finding an official willing 1 Yesterday afternoon at 1:30 o'clockWILL BE RECEIVED ON to undertake this delicate mission. A., 'John Austin passed away at theBaron Komara was finally induced toTHE MAYFLOWER.
accept it with the stipulation that Ise%
fore the conference assembled tiati cb. The deceased was one of thefollowing things strouhl be dotte:;/te 1*y'a most beloved and estimable'First, the flotation of a new Iisan ebristian ladies who with admirablein order that Japan should be pre- fortitude has borne for several yearspared to continue the war ifi the her affliction that has rendered her inevent the efforts for peace failed. tintalict. She was taken to the insti- at 9:30 o'clock and are now atoppmo !Second, the occupation of the Is- 
l tution. Thursday and placed upon the at tbe New Ric-hmood Welt, %%here i Wheatcroft Coal Land. •land of Sakhalin. i operating table as a bast resort, but they will make- their abode for the ' Telegraphis dispatches state the U.
VISIT OF PEACE PLENIPOTEN-
TIARIES TO PRESIDENT
ROOSEVELT.
Envoys of the Two Nations to Go
To Portsmouth on Different
Vessels.
Sudden Deaths An Elopement make much money out of He would WAR. NOW
WAGED
not say what it was, but did state
that it was a patent that all farmers
, would have to have in their business,
MISS EFFIE M'GLORY OF ME. and much was expected of it. He
TROPOLIS MARRIED LY- Osoes not want to divulge the nature
MAN WILSON. :of the thing until he gets his patent
lepers from the Washington, D. C.,
Mies Hattie Sive)* and C. C. Cabell authorities.
Went to Metropolis and Mar-
ried—Mr. McCabe Back. Wants Distributing Point.
Mr. Theodore Hefferbert, of Beaver
Yesterday morning Miss Effie Mo. Dam, Wis., arrived here yesterday on
Glory, of Metropolis and Mr. Lyman
• 
his tour of different cities looking for
Wilson, of this city, arrived from the a Southern distributing point for his
former city, and taking the 2 o'clock nom. J. S. Rowell Manufacturing
outgoing passenger train over the N., . company, that makes wheat drills and
C & St L ad implements. NoParis, such other farming,Te. 
nn.,
wth. ere. rafilheroy , went 
were united , decision has yet been made as to
marriage. It was an elopement and i where the distributiog point will be
the young pair returned last evening , located.
erside hospital where she was op-
rated upon for cancer of the stom-
JAPAN TO STARTLE Third, an advance against Vladi- the ailment had madie too great in-vostok and last, that Oyama rhould roads upon her constitution, and she
RUSSIA WITH PROPOSALS tstrike a decisive blow at the Ruseian 'never rallied from the awful shock.army in Manchuria. The fact that ;Tea operation was performed by Drs.the first three stipulations have been / Bass, Stewart; Robertson and Brooks.fulfilled, while advice* from the front The deceased was thirty-seven
years of age and loved dearly by
everybody who found in her a charm-
ing and model wife and dear moth-
er. She was the wife of Mr. John
Austin, the popular driver of the pa-
trol wagon for the police depart-
ment, and besides him left four gmaH
children to grive her irreparable lose.
The body wild today be moved to
the residence at 819 Adams street,
where sometime tomorrow the fun-
eral services will be held, with inter-
ment follcrwing at Oak Grove ceme-
tery. The hoir has not yet been de-
termined.
Ai a -re-Tult OVirief - the-sad buss
band has collapsed and is confined
at his home. His many friends ex-
tend their deep and sincere sympathy
hie hour of trouble and sorrow
Washington, July a8.---Assistant
Secretary Pierce, of the ,State De-
partment, and Assistant Secretary
Darling, of the Navy Department,
yesterday completed asrangements
for the meeting of the Japanese and
-.Russian peace envoys with Presi-
dent Roosevelt. The envoys will
leave New Yoric on the morning of
August 5 for Oyster Bay on cruiser;
They will take lunch with the Pres-
ident, and in the afternoon sail on
the Mayflower and Dolphin, conveyed
by the cruiser Galveston, for Ports-
mouth, arriving there on the morn-
ing of Ohe 7th, when they will be re-
ceived by the Admiral commandin
In the conference with Assistant
Secretary Pierce and Assistant Sec-
retary Darling were Rear Admiral
Sigsbee and Commander C. MieR.
Winslow, ccsmenancier of the May-
Mower.
Meet on the Mayflower.
Oyster Bay, July a8.—President
Roosevelt will formally receives the
Russian and Japanese plenipoten-
tiaries on board the Mayflower on
Saturday, Augirt 5, at 1:30 p. m.
The Mayflower will be anchored at
the entrance to Oyster Bay. The ves-
sel's draft is so great that it cannot
enter the bay itself.
'President Roosevelt will go on
board the Mayflower soon after the
arrival of the cruisers bearing the
plenipotentianea. At the hour set
for the reception the envoys will be
conveyed from their respective ves-
sels to the Mayflower. It es expected
that the formal presentation will be
made by Elihu Root, Secretary of
State, who will be on board the May-
flower.
Formal presentation of the mem-
bets of one commission will then be
made to the member. of the other.•
This probably will be the first meet-
k
iag of the two sets of envoys.
snifter receiving She plenipotentiaries
. nt1 exchanging with them official
greetings, the president will enter-
tain them at luncheon on the May-
flower. Later in the day after the
president and Secretary Root have
left she Mayflower and returned to
Sagarsore Hill, the envoys will de-
• part for Portomoutis N. H. The trip
is to be made by them in the May-
flower and the Dolphin, the Russian
envoys on one vessel and the Japa-
nese envoys on the other.
—
STARTLING PROPOSALS
TO BE MADE BY JAPS.
Washington, July 28.—As a clear-
er idea is gained of Japan's peace
1 0 terms, whose general character was
outlined,, the ,Associated Press dis-
patches lest night, the skepticism
with which Washington received the
European reports that Japan would
demand the neutralization of Vladi-
vostok is lessened. In fact, it is learn-
ed that not only is this likely to con-
stitute one of Japan's demands, but
it will be accompanied by a eeartling
counter-proposal. In effect, accord-
ing to a seemingly well-informed
source, Japan will propose in return
for the neutralization of this last
Russian port on the Pacific, not to
fortify Port Arthur. Should this in-
formation prove correct, it will en-
tirely change the view which has pre-
vailed in 'official circle', that the
question of Vladivostok's neutraliza-
tion could not reasonably be erode a
part of Japan's peace demands. It
is pointed out that while the war has
demonstrated that Port Arthur was
a military blunder, nevertheless this
great fortification constitutes a tee-
'neendousi political influence in the Far
Eastern question, and its abandon-
ment as a stronghold is a concession
of each magnitode that it is not felt
Russia can refuse to meet it.
On the other hand, Japan'g sacrifice
would not he as great as seems at
first glance, 'because her fortification
of the Straits of Korea wiruld offset
the loss of Port Arthur as a strate-
gic point. It is Otlidand here that. ...
q Elf
indicate the imminence of a general
engageinent, would indicate that time
story is weld founded.
Official Orders
GOVERNING COMING SOL.
DIERS' CAMP AT THIS
PLACE.
All Breach of Discipline Will Be Se-
verely Punished by the
Officers. .1
Official ordelp governing the too*
trent of troops composing the Ken-.
cocky Seine Guard to the annual ea.,
camprrient to be held here August 6
to Septentbet a, have been issued
from Adit. Gen. Percy Rely's-office.
Full information concerning the offi
cers in command, the construction
and arrangement of the troops in
camp, the rules under which they
ili be governed and the itinerary of
claire!, have been published. The
signal corps will be in camp during
the entree thirty days and will have
charge of the construction and
"breaking" of camp.
The Second regiment, composed of
companies from Cynthiana, Frank
fort, Winchester, Lexington Don
vilie, Lawrenceburg, Pineville and
Barboursvilk, will be in camp from
August 6 to August 14.
The First infantry, composed Of
the nine Louisville companies, the
hospital corps and Bardstown cadets
and the Third regiment band, of
Owensboro, will be in camp from Au
giot 16 to August 24.
The Third infantry, composed of
troops from Bowling Green, Madison
silk, Eaxlington, Central City, Owens
boro, Henderson, Hopkinsville and
Mayfield will follow the First regi
n.ent, remaining until September 2.
The First regiment shill leave Lou
isville at ro o'clock on the morning
of August 16. The troops will arrive
in camp at 5 o'clock the next morn
ing and active work will be begun in
the school of the soldier. The troops
will depart from camp at mo o'clock
on the night of August 24, arriving
in Cotrisville the next morning.
Stringent rules regulating the dis
cipline of the eoidiers going into
camp hare been issued. No baggage
other than that which can be carried
in a blanket roll or in the tight-fitti
uniforms can be taken along.
hats, blouses, shirts, leggings and
er accouterments must be cars
rnirked and the regulations expeissly
stale that there shall be no exchange,
"borrowing" or stealing of clothing.
nay breach of discipline, such as fir-
ing on the way or in camp, except un-
der express command, drunkenness
or disorderly conduct will be sum-
marily punished and the culprits, are
liable to court-martial and the "camp
drum."
The following offioers have been as-
signed to special duty during the en-
campment
,Gol. Mott Ayres, paymaster general
on August 7—Disbursing officer and
assistant to adjutant general.
Col. Guy H. Briggs, J. A. G. de-
partment, August 7—Jedege advocate
general.
Capt. Victor K. Dodge, engineer
corps, August 4—Inspettor small
arms practice and range officer.
Second Lieut. F. C. Hutchinson,
Bat. Q. M. Second infantry, August
7—Special duty to adjutant general de
pa rt ment
Private Charles E.. Wright, Co.
Third infantry, August 7—Clerk
master general department
First Lieut. David Y. 13eckhiernOed
the Artillery corps of the Vented
States army, has been detailed by the.
%oaf department as instructor for the.
troops and lie will be in charge of
all company drills, regiment maneu-
vers and skirmishes. Special reviews
for Gov. Beckham will be held on Au-
gust It, 24 and 28.
Died Suddenly.
Yesterday morning about daylight
Mr. D. W. Blackwell died suddenly
at his borne in 1012 South Fifth
street, of heart trouble, superinduced
by strong drink, so stated the jury of
Coroner James Crow who held an In-
quest. He was 62 years of age and
born in Livingston county, where the
remains will be taken for burial.
M. Blackwell came here two years
ago and had no regular avocation for
a livelihood, being a pensioner of $12
per month, who recently got Sipco
back pay. He was a hard drinker,
and was :sleeping with his nephew,
time being.
The bride is a very sweet and dam-
ti young girl of unusual attraction
and belongs to a well known Me-
tropolis Parnily, 'her father being a
well known business man there.
Mr. Wilson is the son of Captain
G. W. Wilson of this city and a
young man of many friends end ac-
quaintances.
Wed at Gretna Green.
'Miss Hattie Sivele and Mr. C. C.
ashen of this city, went to Metropo-
lis yesterday afternoon on the
George Cowling, and were united in
marriage. They were accompanied
by Messrs. J. leficDeinald and Albert
Berry, and after the ceremony th. :lets "Moonlight" ard."Sunbeam"
-couple neturned here to take up their gaised Here Yettere o En
t- Secondand- leek-eon Out '!rate: at.
: iven
Both are yonno people with a host
of friends whom they pleasantly see' evening Lagornarsino
prised by marrying 'without divulg- owe! and stlevVett 
l
ing their plans. The groom is the t. Ru sell (rd mar and
son of the well known divine healer, the party of eighteta who are
ou 'rt their handsome yaeat Annie
Russel that is now lying in the har-
bor but gets away this morniatg for
St. Louis, the crowd being en route
back home from a jaunt up the Ten-
yrtessester"dayriv.er, out of which they curie
Mr. Gardner is the millionaire and
president of the Banner Buggy com-
pany of the Future Great, wihich con-
cern is the largest of its character in
the world. He and the party have
. .o been out for several weeks on their
trip, the cemt. 400f ladies
and gentleft Frn points,
mostly the World's fair city.
felt the her against 
The banquet was just for the pleas-
very hard. Looking over the nephew directs, with a handsome reception, fair served in many courses, under
who 
tire seekers alone, and was a swell af-
noticed the elder man breathe his cemplimentary to Moses Elsie and pretty decorations in the elegant, din-Shelley, of Dallos, Taxes,last. ing hall of the popular hotel. MusicHe made his home with his daugh- %het are visiting their ?rimer, M
Victor Voris, of Broadway. band 
for the occasion was furnished by theter, Mrs. Walter Wise, and besides • of Professor William Deal, ofher heaves several other grown chil-
Southern Nuptials.
Mr. John Trent, storekeeper for
the I. C., returned yesterday from
Water Valley, Mire., where the day
before he attended the wedding of
Miss Ruby Isabelle! Whitson to Mr.
William Albert Taylor, the nuptials
occurring at the First Presbyterian
church. Mr. Trent was one of the
uehers for the wedding, which was
quite :I well affair.
S. Gas, Coal and Coke company is
preparing to buy the coal interests of
I. H. Wheatcroft, the magnate of
Wheatcroft, Webster county. They
are immense tracts of coal land and
appurtenances. The L.1, S. company
is the one controlling the Second and




GIVFN AT HOTL? Li'. 211Ak.
S 240 BY RUSSELL Ci.i.i.D-
NER'S PARTY.
.10
ON THE YELLOW FEVER EPI-
DEMIC IN THE CRESCENT
CITY.
TWO HUNDRED AND SIX
CASES ARE REPORTED.
Thorough Organization Enables Phy-





JUSTICE BARBER WINDS UP
HIS MANY WEEKS
16 WORK.
He Has Paid Something Over $2,000
Back to Property Owners of
The City and County.
Today is the last day that Justice
Richard J. Barber will pay bark to
the property owners of the city and
county the county and state taxes
that were paid to the sheriff in ex-
leis of the legal amount due from the
land-owners. These are the over-
charges collected by the seheriff who
is now paying seine back to the
city owners on same being dis-
covered and figured up.
Squire Barber hae paid out some-
thing over $2,000 to the property
owners due money, but there is still
yet quite a 90111 on hand that the peo-
ple who are entitled to it have not
called for. This money the magis-
trate will turn back over to the sher-
iff, who wilt pay the respective par-
ties, as they call for same at hie of-
fice.
After today Mk.1 Bather will com-
mence snaking out his report, which
will dhow every, cent paid out, to
whom it was paid, and that which
was not paid out, and to whom it be-
longs.
For several months past Jostice
Barber has been at the court-boase
three days each week paying the tax-
es beck to the people, while the hat-
mice of the time he bad paid at his
office where he had to devote part
of the week to private business.
.Wlhen the overcharges were dia.
covered and the sheriff paid the num
back to the county officialte Justice
;Barber was designated by the fiscal
court as the party to supervise the
re-imbureement.
From Bridal Tour.
Mk. W. McCabe and bride, nee
Miss Katharine Sanders, returned
yesterday from New Orleans. and Ar-
a where they have been on their
bridal tour of several w-eeices. The
ypung people married at Benton
thee weeks ago and went from there
to the Cregcent City and therce to
Arizona, but decided to make this
'city his home.
1 Charming Affair.r• Many friends a•ere entertained last
evening by Miss Garnett Buckner at
it. r home on Eight an I Jefferssn
An unknown or unnamed resident
of Lon Angeles Cal., has given $235,-
toward building the Home of the
Little Sisters 'of the Poor, now heina
constructed at that place by the Cath-
olics.
Silver Service.
Mrs. H. S. Wells, of the Daugh-
ters of the American Revolution, and
Mrs. Joseph Thompson of the Daugh-
ters of the Confederacy, have been
selected as a committee' to solicit
funds for a silver service to be
bought by citizens for the gunboat
Paducah, named after this city and
which is now near New York.
Messrs. Charles Weille and Samuel
Levy have just returned from a trip
to New York and while there had
the honor of viewing the Paducah,
which was lying out in the bay and
compared favorably with other naval
vessels thereabouts.
Remodel Building
MR. FRANK KIRCHHOFF RE-
MODELS NORTH FOURTH
STREET HOUSE.
County Aseessor John Hughes Work-
ing on Patent for Farming Im-
plemens--Biasiness Matters.
Mr. Frank Kirchhoff is preparing
to remodel the building on North
Fourth street where the Frank Just
barber shop is located. He owns the
structnre which will be oorrverted in-
to a three-story brick affair of model
design. The barber shop' will move
for the work which will commence
next Monday.
Something Good On.
County Assessor John Hughes re-
turned to Ballard county yesterday
after spend6reg a day or two in the
city with his family. Mr. Hughes
has been down in that section off and
on for the past two months, and stat-
ed that he was working upon a fine
patent that he and others expected to
*this city, and the banqueters' spent
several happy hours over the festal
board,
The Annie Russell is a large and
handsome one-stacked steamer be-
longing to Mr. Gardner, and is be-
coming quite a familiar figure around
these water-u as for the past year she
has made numerous trips back and
forth.
Other Visiting Yachts.
The party of Owensboro, Ky., peo-
ple passed here yesterday en route
home from the Tennessee river,
where they have been for the past
few weeks on a pleasure jaunt. The
outing crafts were the "Moonlight"
and "Sunbeam" and they laid in the
local harbor only a short while yes-
terday while on their way borne. They
made a trip of goo mike up that scen-
ic stream, those in the crowd being
Dr. W. B. Armen& and Dr. Hugh
Kinibley, owners of the boats; Mr.
W. E. McDonald, Mr. Gamble Stew-
are, Mr. Milton Gant, Mfr. Morton
Radford, Mr. Charles Kirnbley, Mr.
I.. A. Weldon, Mr. Peter Hugger and
Mr. .J L. Hickman.
FIFTY-POUND FISH.
Hooked on Little Single Fishing
Line Yesterday.
Yesterday a strange white men
made a record-breaking fish catch at
the whaefboat here, he angling a fifty
pound catfish which is the largest
ever hooked by a pole and line of
this variety. Larger ones have been
trapped or hung on trot-lines, but
for a email fishing line, this breaks
the record. Mr. Short, the Kentucky
avenue fish merehant, bought the cat.
Not So Well.
Word yesterday from Evansville,
Ind., was that Dr. Linthicum did not
think Mr. Charles F. James had ap-
pendicitis, but feared he would de-
velop a case of typhoid fever. He
was not quite so well yesterday and
probably fatigue from the trip home
made hime worse, he 'having been
taken tip from Sirryithland.
Two pasenger trains collided near
London Wednesday and twenty-five
persons were killed and many more
injured.
ITALIANS DOING THEIR PART
TO CHECK EPIDEMIC.
New Orleans, July 28.—The health
authorities who are handling the yel-
low fever situation here have now so
thoroughly perfected their organiza-
tion that they feel confident every
case of fever, even thotigh not thor-
oughly developed, will be promptly
reported and go upon the official rec-
ords. So thorough has been the in-
spection of the city that it is believed,.
that every existing case has nets
routed oul and I. now included in the
206 cases which have been announced.
Many of these are ore the road to re-




has 'been. arranged for, there will be
a reduction in the mortality rate,
;which in the early stages of the dis-
ease has been admittedly high.
Tightening Quarantine.
The most annoying feature of the
situation now is the clispositiote of
practically every town in the state as
in the adjoining states to tighten the
quarantine against the city. That is
due to the feeling beyond the city
that 20o cases means a serious situa-
tion and the fact that the escape of
Italians from the ierscacd French
Market center has remelted in the ap-
pearance of cases of fever at various
points. One case has been reported
at Tampa of an Italian refuge* from
New Orleans, amd there are reports
of cases in Lafourche, Ascension, St.
Mary and Flag amines parishes. Shot
gun guards are now being put on pub
:lc roads in parishes outside of New
Orleans and turn back every Italian
who makes his appearance, and the
bars have been put up all over the
state against that nationality in par-
ticular.
Two Italians who managed to
board a Mississippi Valley train yes-
terday were locked in a car which was
sidetracked at Liston Rouge last night
and sent back to New Orleans today.
Here in the city and elsewhere the
Italians are suffering through a mark-
ed reduction in the fruit business, in
which they are largely engaged.
There is a popular misapprehension
that fruit from the tropics is capable
of transmitting, the infection, and
some of the towns are already includ-
ing fruit among their quarantine ar-
ticles. In New Oellearee many people
are refusing to patronise the Italian
peddlers and taltrids.
Novel Plan Adopted.
Screening and eilinu cisterns is to
lx popularized in a novel way. Thou-
sands of lapel buttoner have been or-
dered to be given to those who have
fcllowed this regulation of the board
of health. The buttons are plain
white, with a lifesized stegomyia fas-
cia pictured in the center and sur-
rounded with the words "My cisterns
are all right. How are yours?"
- The Morgan line steamer Excelsior
whose passengers were detained at
Havana, brought news on. her arrival
here that Cuba is to send a conanisa
sion of yellow fever experts to study
the local conditions and report upon
the fight beiag made against the dis-
ease in New Orleans. Other points
in the South are also to be visited.
Meantime the advice, received
through the Associated Press eA guar
antirres put on by the Ceneral and
South American countries and the In-
dias against New Orleans are arous-
ing the population to a supreme effort
to wipe out the infection. It is known
now that Havana, Costa Rica, Vera
Cruz, Tampieo and other former cen-
ters of yellow' fever are taking pre-
cautions to protect thenwelres against
communication with New Orleans.
Nicaraugua, herevever, is an exception
and her consul has notified the author
ities here that no bars will be put up
against the city. There is, however,
little advantage in that.
The sentiment here at present is so
strongly in favor of minimizing the
danger of further infection from ports
at which the fruit steamers touch that




COVERS STOLEN FROM MAN'S
BED BY AN INVISIBLE
THIEF.
Everywhere lie Sleeps the Comforts
and Blankets Disappear in Most
Mysterious Manner.
(Maysville, Ky., Special.)
Stuart Crane, who travels for a
Cincinnati shoe house, is in a hot:pi-
ta] in Chilicothe suffering from a
complete nervous breakdown occas-
ioned by the mental efforts to selve
the mysterious disappearance of the
bedclothes from nearly every bed in
which he has reclined in recent years.
Like the hero of Maupassant's master
piece of &loft stories, "The Hort ,"
in which water de-appears from a
picture before the very eyes of the
uniortunate. Crane is the hero of a
tale that equals it in all but literary
excellence. Instead of water disap-
pearing from Crane's drinking pitcher
the clothes disappear from his bed.
They evanesce, he knows not whither,
and to add to the mystery they are
never found again once they are gone.
Frequently Crane has paid hotel man-
agers for the loss of the covering teat
they had provided for h:t, aggravated
r sees. To woo sleep Ile Crane has
- a diary, after the fashion of
-ssanes tortured hero, and from
e of the data herein ,have been
first experience with a "hoc
t- teals bedclothes was in Feb-
in Hillsboro, Ohio. The
s pt. to, 1903. He says that
Ise he was in Le-xington, Ky.,
ahem to o'clock. Before
' ;clothes had disap-
ed that on this oc-
ehtened, but he did
as the night was
lie the hotel next day
sa..-- ything to the clerk.
''ote i• 2ment, however, miss
! the bedc. :s, including a hand-
s • cover! . Crane wee. charged
• '1 esee. .m in his 'trunk. This
• hi eel .e. Let elered to pay the cost
as
otinetI to Lexington from Frankfort
'to, settle the claim and slept at the
same hotel that.night. That night the
bedclothes disappeared again. He ask-
ed the hotel people to search his
'Hunk. They did so and were as puz-
zled as he. Business required that he
.remain in Lexington for several days,
and after paying for two sets of bed-
clothes he moved to the Phoenix ho-
tel. That night the bedclothes again
disappeared. Crane seys that by this
time he was in a slate of panic. He
concluded that he was pursued by
some mysterious enemy.
Thought of the SupernaturaL
Crane even thought there wao sense
thing sueernatural in the disappear-
ance of tar clotiring. and began to
think about ghosts. He went to
Louisville one day and Mopped at the
Galt House. That night the bedclothes
disappeared and he was the, wn into
a condition of terror. He left his
trunk and went to the Louisville Ho-
tel, but the bedclothes disappeared
from his bed there also.
The next night Crane locked and
barred every door and window, but
the bedclothes were gone in the morn
ing just the eame. Crane says he was
lc be married in October, but after
consulting the young lady they agreed
to postponed the wedding until the
mystery tould be siolved. There were
no further developments until June,
.1904. Meanwhile Crane attributed
the phenomena to psychic forces, and
tried to explain the mystery by at-
tributing it to somnambulism. One
night he stopped at the Warner
liothe in Chillicothe, Ohio. A street
fair was on and the hotels were crowd
ed, so Crane doubled up with a friend,
Bud McReendian, a grocery saleeman.
They retired at ii o'cloek, and about
1 o'clock in the morning Bud kicked
Crane and accused him of pulling off
the covers They had an argument,
and finally both fully awoke and sat
up to search for the missing articles.
They were not to he Fennel.
In • Blanchester Hotel.
Shortly afterward Crane arrived at
Planchester. Ohio. He appealed to
the landlord, Eddie Hank, of the Bind
Icy House, to have one of the bell
boys sit in his ro en while he slept.
Pen Kent was selected on account of
his gemenais. Abotts 2 o'clock in the
morning Kent rushed down stairs, de
clarire that the covers from Crane's
I el had disappeared. He had just
tarned his head, and the clothes were
gone. That eeperience proved the un-
doing of Crane. Tie went home, and
for weeks was ill with brain fever.
When he recovered he tokl his firm
the story. The management request-
ed him to resume work and try to
solve the mystery. Since thee there
have been 9 recurrences of the dis-
appearance s-4 bed clothes. At Jack-
son, 0., Crane pinned the bedclothes
to the next-tress. lie awoke at 3
to'clock a. m. and the bedclothes were
gone. For the next three nights
Crane stoppoi at Caldwell. Cambridge
and New Philadelphia. The bed
claeihes dispappeared at each place.
When he-arrived at Youngstown he
was almeet a raving maniac. He was
taken to the hospital, and that night,
akevoierh there were four nurees. in
the ward, the bedclothes denppeared
from his cot. Two stays later he re-
covered sufficiently to explain to the
pleyeiciane arid tell his queer etery.
s
At the head of the class,
feream 10e cigar.
a marriage license to Samuel Barker.
aged 22, and Moy L. Crutchfield, aged
le, colored pee-pie of the clay
Deeds Recorded.
Property on Bridge street in Me-
chanicsburg has been bought for $700
by C. Rickman from G. F. Musgrove.
ihe deed was filed yeeferelay with the
rounty clerk to be recorded in his
office. ,
Rudolph Streit eeld to Jenree Las-
ter for $125, property en the Benton
road.
E. W. Whittemore and W. R. Wal-
ters transferred to the Paducah Real
Estate Investment company for $450
property on Jones street.
Property on Tennessee etreet was
sold by E W. Weittemore to the
Paducah Real Estate Investment corn
pany for $200.
Brack Owen transferred for $2.506
to Robert Owen, property on South
First street near Kentucky avenue.
H. A. Rose sold to Fr. H. Loving
for $1 and other considerations, about
twelve lots of ground around over
the city
WILL M'CLELLAND, COLORED,
GAVE OFFICERS RUN FOR
TIME
Believed That He Is the One Who
Also Burglarized Several Other
Servants' Rooms.
'Willie McClelland, the 13-year-old
colored boy who broke into the
tooms of the Hord and Morton wo-
men behind North Fifth :treet homes,
roved to be quite a tartar and yester
Stay morning gave the police a lively
chase on escapinjg from City Jailer
Tom Evitts as the latter brought
him upstairs from the lockup at the
city hall and started to take him into
the court seem for trial. The jailer
opened the door at the top of the
steps leading down into the bastile,
coiner rhe boy out in, the hall and
started to lock the door again, when
the lad quick as lightning leaped out
The Fourth tercet side door of the
clot hall, dashed up to Washington
and then to Fifth and in Fifth to Ken.
ttecky avenue. The jailer it ton fat
and heavy to give chase, bat Officer
I.ige Cross took up the pursuit and
finally caught the boy in front of the
Orme residence at Fifth and Ken-
tucky avenue. The patrolman had to
run the kid down, as he did not want
tt• shoot him. 'The boy was then
brought back to court and the cases
against him continued until today, one
for carrying concealed the weapon he
stole from the Morton woman and
the other case charging him with
housebreaking.
The police believe the kid was the
one who robbed several other serv-
ants' quarter• as yesterday one re-
port was that the screen window was
taken from the room behind L. M.
Rieke's home on Sereneh and Jeffer-
son, and $14 stolen from a woman's
trunk. The servant's room ever at
Judge James Campbell's home adjoin-
ing was robbed of several things while
the servant quarters behind Mrs. Jean
Vieille, 315 North Eigieb greet,
%este are) visited.
A JOYFUL WELCOME.
To Secretary Taft and Miss Roose-
velt—Tokio En Fete.
Tokio, July 28.—The hankers and
merchants of Tokio entertained Sec-
retary Taft and Miss. Roosevelt at
Maple Club last night at a Japanese
dinner, doting which there was geisha
dancing. The clubhouse was hand-
somely decorated and illuminated.
and American and Japanese flags
crossed were displayed thronehout
the building. Shiba Park, surrounding
the clubhouse, was illuminated, and
the driveways were thronged with
crowds that cheered Miss Roosevelt
and Secretary Taft and they arrived
and departed fnen the clubhouse.
The streets from the center of the
capital were illorninnted, and there
was a brilliant display of fireworks
in honor of the Americans. The pop-
ular demonstration,. and official and
private courtesies shown the visitors
have been the most remarkable ever
shown foreigners.
No Heat Now
To rausa the fresh paint to blister
Painteng done now will stay painted
we d • the vvotk.




JUDGE LIGHTFOOT LAID UP
WITH ILLNESS AT HIS
HOMR.-
Deputy County Clerk Ashbrook Goes
Over to St. Louis Today—
Deeds Recorded,
Judge Richard Lightfoot was con-
fined yesterday again at his home on
\Vest Jefferson street with Millais.
The judge has not been feeling well
for the past few weeks and every few




Deputy County Clerk Richard Ash-
brook leaves today for a visit in St.
Louis.
WritOt Prohibition
JUDGE REED PASSES ON THE
MATTER THIS MORN-
ING.
P. Chappele Arrested on Warrants
Gotten Out by Bennie Frank
and Rudolph Streit.
President Dick Davis, of the alder-
manic board, stated yesterday that if
hedge Reed today decided the alder-
men could proceed with the trial of
City Jailer Evitts, that he (Davis)
would call the board members togeth-
er Monday evening to resume the in-
veseigation, provided eyelet -alderman
was in the city, otherwise they will
not be assembled until all do get here
to try the proceeding. When the mat
ter was started into laist Monday
night all were in their seats and the
Licensed to Marry. president does not want the examina-
The county clerk yesterday issued tion completed without everybody
there.
Judge Reed 'hears the application
for the writ of prohibition at 9 o'clock
this morning at the county court -----
house •instead of at •his downtown ,
office, as at first thought.
' For Sixty Days
We will save you 30 per cent. on
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware
and Diamonds.
Genuine Rogers teaspoons, regular
$1.50 grade  75e.
Genuine Rogers 'keine and forks,
$4.5o grade, - -$2.75
A Waltham or Elgin jeweled move-
ment in 20 year guaranteed gold
filled case $8.50
30 per cent, off on solid gold jew-
eery.
Every article engraved free if de-
sired. See us for sure bargains.
Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
Twenty years experience.




Yesterday Cserstable A. C Shelton
arrested P. Chappele on a warrant Drug stores
gotten out in the court of Justice A.
N. Sears, of the Tyler section, just
outside Mechanicsburg. The %tannins
was gotten, out by Bennie Frank and
Rudolph Streit, Jr., who claim that
Chappele mistreated them the day
before out in that vicinity. The case
cetnes up this afternoon at 2 o'clock
before Justice Sears.
Ejectment Action.
Today there comes up before Jus-
tice Jesse Young the proceeding
wherein B. G. Wallace is trying to put
C. W. Cherry out of a house on South
I ourth street.
- Bankrupt's Petition.
Earl Mooney yeeterslay tiled abank
rupt's petition before Clerk John R.
Euryear, of the federal court, giving
$268 liabilities and no assets. He is
a railroad marriorWsiretty,
Belle Gage Bond.
Belle Watson gave bond at Smith-
land and went home, her father furn-
ishing surety fir her. She is the girl
jailed here for carrying concealed
NA capons, but turned over to the
Smithland officers who took her to
;ail there, but she escaped.. Her re-
capture was effected, however
Passes On Stock Salo.
Today Referee Bagby will pass on
the objections filed by Trustees Cecil
Reed and Arthur Martin of the Hes-
hg bankrupt estate, to the sale of, Nor
tonville Coal company stock forhthe
benefit of the City National bank.
Before going into bankruptcy Heseig
berrowed money of the bank and put
up the coal stock as security. The
not fell due after he was forced into
bankruptcy and the bank put up the
-lock and sold it for the debt, Prese
eel-it Sam Hughes buying the security
in for $2,800. The trustees of the
bankrupt estate claim the stock should
go in among Hessig's assets and the
proreede from the sale pro rated
among all creditors, and the bank not
be permitted to sell same in the hate
Court for its benefit alone.
ECLIPSE OF THE SUN.
Will Occur on August 30, at 5 A M
—Will Be Only Partial.
. People of this iihnity riming at 5
o'clock on the morning of August 30
and trying to see the ,tin will find the
moon in their way. The eclipse will
be only partial in this section, how-
ever, and can be seen better with the
aid of cohwed or smoked glasses.
Half of the sun will be obscured
when it rises and the dark shadow
welt grow till only a bright crescent
is seen, then the ehadow will recede
and by 6 o'clock the disc will be clear
again.
Northern Spain and Canada hold
the lucky spots this rime, because the
angles of vision will be jive right
there. Universities and astronomical
societies all over the world will send
expensive expeditions to these places
and continuous) photographs ilh be
taken, for a total, eclipse never lasts
over six minutes and this one on!y
three.
Accurately plotting the otbits in
which the spheres move, and their
schedule time in paesing, scientists
can now predict that in 1925 a total
eclipse will be visible in the United
States, the first since the one in 1878;
and in 1999 Paris will see one for
the firm time since 1717.
The shadow of the moon which is
so much smaller than the earth or
sun extends only over shout 136
miles radius and cannot hide the sun
many minutes so scientiste are





Work on Henderson-Evansville Road
to Begin in Fall.
Evansville. Ind., July age-Work on
the Evansville and Hentlerson. Ky..
traction lint isto begin this fail. The
company has been given the right of
way in Henderson and Union counties
to extend their Noe to Mbrganfield
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball




7th & Jackson Sa. phone 231& Clay Sts., phone 38.
W. Mike Oliver. Gee W. Oliver.






OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone rte. Old Phone 303,
6R[UN 6RAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to log South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to vrel
corny all his old friends and custom-
ers.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Fnone rao.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone tau.
Illinois Central R. R.
Niagara Falls—July 26th, and train
104 of July 27th, round trip $17.05,
good returning for 12 days. Tickets
will only be accepted on morning
train No. 16 from Louisville July
27th via B. & 0. S -W. R. R. in con-
nection with Erie R. R., leaving Cin-
cinnati .ame date
Niagara Falls—August 4th, and
train No. 104 of August 5th, round
trip $17 05, good returning for 12
days. Tickets will be accepted from
Louisville only on morning train No.
16, B. a: 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
with C. H. dr D. R. R. from Cincin-
nati, Pere Marquette and Wabash
railroads.
Atlantic City—A.! trains of August
3rd, round trip $21.55 in connection
with C. & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
and good on all trains of that line,
leaving Louisville August 3rd, and
returning until August 14th.
Atlantic City—All trains of August
loth, round trip $21.55 in connection
with B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from Louis-
ville and on all trains leaving that
place August Toth, good returning for
12 days.
Chatauqua Lake, N. Y.—July 28th,
round trip $19.6o, good returning ttn-
til August 2oth.
Louisville, Ky.—July 30th and 31st,
round trip $6.95, good returning until
August loth.
For further particulars apply,
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union depot.
I Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
i Dandruff cured by eleztrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
street.
ard Uniontoisen. The cars will he
transferred acros. the river at 1-ien- ' For perfectron ind parity *make
derson by a stea ferry. Elk Dream We (dor.
L. S. DuBois, Prest H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest. Wm. Hughes, Cashier,
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co.
At Close of Busia ess, June 30, 1905.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts   $203,070.84
33,182-75
Furniture and Fixtures  eoo.00
Bonds 1,000.00
Cash and exchange 
$237,953.59
LIABILITIES.
Capital   100,000 00
Deposits  115,619.23
Rediscounts   12,500.00
Tax account  1,000.0a





Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
John 3. 131eich, jeweler.




Steam and Dot Water Heating.
).6
- ?hone 133. 5 _
•.•
t4444*4-*++÷+++4-I-1-+4-7•++-:-1-144-t-f-l-+4-1-!-4-l-i-F44+++4-I-+++4*+4
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST COI
Of Padur-fth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $151,00ci
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CUL1N CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to $ro per year as to slice. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access,
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management1 for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best1 accommodations at reasonable rates





Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil & Co .
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block..
Office Phone 369. - - Residtnce Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385--Residence 1696
GO. TO
HOTEL LA GOM A RSINO
FOR YOUR DINN R.
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
t :30 UNTIL 1 P. M.








































































































NO PREACHING AT THE FIRST
CHRISTIAN Cl-LURCH
TOMORROW.
Preparations Being Made for the
County Sunday-School Conven-
tion-Echoes of Pulpits.
There will not be any preaching
tcnniorrow morning or evening at the
First Christian church, on account of
Rev. W H. Pinkerton being absent
from the city at Ghent, Ky., on a
Sunday school services will be
held at the usual hour, 1.4 will  ii-
tnu.nion services.
Third Street Methodist.
Rev. Peter Fields will tomorrow
morning at the Third street Metho-
dist church preach on "The Day of
Our Prosperity," While in the even-
ing his theme fir discussion will be
4 "The Day of Our Adversity'
German Lutheran.
Rev. Ilten, of the German Lutheran
church, has returned from a several
weeks' ,sojourn out of the city, and
will be in his pulpit tomorrow. At
9:30 o'clock the Sunday-school wor-
ship will be conducted. A-bile at 10:30
German' preaching will be
held. In the evening the pastor. will
preach in the English language.
Second Baptist.
Rev. Nowling will preach at the
Second Baptist church on Ninth and
Ohio streets tomorrow morning and
•evening. Rev. Cunningham and wife
evening. Rev. Cunningham's wife
• continues quite low, there being
-change. •
• • First Preetsyterian.
Rev. W. E. Cave, of the First Pres-
byterian church, will preach tomor-
row morning on "Accountability for
the Past." There usiM not be any
preachingInt night time Account of
-She-svarns--weether only. one seer"







At 3 3o o'clock tomorrow afternoon
the Sunday school services will be
held at the North Twelfth street
Bapti-t miasion.
First Baptist.
Rev Cheek wi'.I preach on "Home"
tomorrow morning at the First Bap-
tist church, while at night his theme
will be "S4 n ."
Regular Services.
Rector David Wright will conduct
the usual services tomorrow at Grace
Episcopal church, in the morning at
zo:3o o'clock, and evening at 7:4S
o'clock. Sunday school occurs at
9:3o o'clock.
Minister Returns.
Rev. T J. Owens is expected back
today from Brownsville. Tenn., where
be has been helping in a protracted
meeting.
Tenth Street Christian.
Rev. Bast will speak' on "The
Christian Armor" tomorrow morning
the Tenth street Christian. Heais
not yet chosen his topic for
'gilt time.
Trimble Street Methodist.
_Rev. W. W. Armstrong will re-
turn today from near Wingo, Tenn.,
where he has been since last week
helping in a protracted session. He
preacbes tomorrow at the Trimble
street Nrethodist church.
No Preaching.
There will not be any preaching
tomorrow morning or night at the
Cunsberland Presbyterian church.
Sunday school and Christian Endeav-
or occurs at the usual hour.
FOR WOMEN
AND WOMEN ONLY
Much That Every Woman Desires to
Know About Sanative, Antiseptic
Cleansing and the Care of the
Skin, Scalp, Hair, and Hands.
WHAT CUTICURA
DOES FO-.3 WOMEN
Too mucil stress cannot be placed
on the great value of Cuticura Soap,
Ointment, and Pills in the antisep-
tic cleansing of the mucous sur-
faces, and of the blood and circulating
fluids, thus affording pure, sweet, and
economical local and constitutional
treatment for weakening ulcerations,
inflammations, itching', irritations,
relaxations, displacements, pains, and
irregularities peculiar to females.
Hence the Coticurs remedies have a
wonderful Influence in restoring
health, strength, and beauty to weary
women, who have been prematurely
aged and invalided" by these distress-
ing ailments, as well as such sympa-
thetic afflictions as anaemia, chloroais,
hysteria, and nervousness.
Women from the very first have
fully appreciated the purity and sweet-
ness, the power to afford ituni-diate
relief, the certainty of speedy and
permanent cure, the absolute safety
and great economy which have made
Cation& the standard humour rem-
edy of the civilized world
TORTURING HUMOR
no Cured by Cuticura.
"I suffered five years with &terrible
Itching eczema, my body and face be-
ing covered with sores. Never in my
Life did I experience such awful suffer-
ing, and I longed for death, which I
felt was near. I had tried doctors and
medicines without success, bat imy
mother insisted that I try Cuticnra.
I felt better after the first application
of Cnticnra Ointzuent. and was moo*.
entirely wOil. UM A. Etson, Belle-
vue, Mich.
am weal& Teas, Dra g • Oben Corp . 4.17:=
Oalipore kw, OloOrool, as4 MU, p•14
111r91•411•-• Book /or nodPoo."
church on Seventh and Jefferson
streets, and last for two days. The
entire sessions program is as follows:
Tuesday Evening, August 1.
7:30-Song service.
7:45--Devotional-Rev. W. E. Cave.
8:oo---Greeting by President of the
County Association-Rev. W. E.
Bourquin.
815-Wekorne in Behalf of the
Churches-- R ev. W. H. Pinkerton.
8.2o-Wlelcome on Behalf of the
County-Supt. J. S. Ragsdale.
8:3o-Welcome on Behalf of the
City-W. A. Berry.
8 :40 — St ere o p t icon Lecture - "In
and Around the Holy Land."-Mr.
E. A. Fox, General Secretary of Ken-
tocky State Sunday School associa-
tion.
Children to Meet.
All Sunday-school children between
the ages of 7 and 14 are requested to.,
meet ail the Sunday school room of
the First Christian rhumb to prepare
.1101nle songs for the rally of Sunday-
school children at the Sunday-school
convention.
Evangelical Church.
Tomorrow nvorning at to:3o
o'clock special ohildten's services
will he conducted at the Evangelical
church on South Fifth street. Rev.
William Bourquin will preach on
"Saving Power of Christ," illustrated
by a chemical experiment. "Bitters
sweet" will be the subject for the
special sermon at night-time.
Sunday School Convention.
Next Tuesday the Sunday school
convention for -McCracken county
will convene at the First Christian
TAKE
Lemon Chill Tonic
For that Tired Feel-




Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottl
9:30 - Prayer and 'Benediction-





9:15-Roll call of superintendents of
county and city, all to respond with
a brief report of their sarool.
i:45-"Need of Entbniiiairtic Work-
ers in Sunday School"-Mrs. C. C.
Needham.
moo-Some Essential Points in
Sunday School Work-Rev. John S.
Cheek.
10:30-Round Table, conducted by
Rev. T. C. Gebauer, Field Worker of
Kentucky Sunday school association.
t :3o-Prayer and Benediction-
Rev. P. H. Fields.
Wednesday Afternoon.




2:co-Importance of Each Sunday
School-Rev. D. C. Wrgiht.
2:30-Importance of Organized
Wlorlo-Mr. E. A. Fox.
3 :co--Grand Rally of Sunday
School Children.
3:10-Chorus of Children.
3:30-Primary Work, presented by
Mrs. H. C. Overby.
400-Duet---Mildred and Lucyette
Soule and chorus.
4:15-Address to Children, hy Rev.
T. C. Grbatser, state worker.
5:or-Prayer and Benediction-




Judge Sanders !`Two-Timed" hint
Earnhardt Yeaterdaq.
iJim Earnhardt, the farmer, was
fined $5 in one cave, $10 in another
THIEVES TAKE HUNDREDS OF and then recognized in $too bond to
DOLLARS WORTH OF keep the peace towards Charles Reed.
GOODS. a river Cook. Earnhardt had two
scraps with Reed, but was the ag-
gressor in each. Reed was dismissed.Burglars Ransacked Home of Rev.
W. W. Armstrong and Took , The breach of the peace charge
All They Could Find. azassiL.t Annie Cartwright was dis--
Yesterday at noon when Mrs. W. There was filed away the warrant
W. Armstrong and daughter returned charging Bennie Blakely, the color-
ed boy, with breaking into the Fried-with.from Harris, Tenn., they were greeted!
the surprising information that ;man 8c • Keller establishment and
the night before burglars had actual- stealing some whisky several weeks
ly looted their home at Trimble near ago.
Eleventh street and stolen several I Minor Jones and Addle Smith
hundred dollars? worth of clothing. 'were fined $3 each for fighting.
She is the wife of Rev. Armstrong, of A fine of $25 and jail sentence of
'ten days was given Will Rowe, col-the Trimfble street Mlethodist church
the latter of whom will return to- i°Ired' for carrying concealed weap-
day from near Wingo, where he has i°nTs'h
wasbeen helping in a protracted meeting. ere 
The thieves stripped the wardrobesc, drunkenness
trunks, and closets of garments and pard.
most have carried away a wagon 1
load. WAR FLEET IS IN
NM's. Armstrong has been to Hard
?.8.-The most
NEW YORK HARBOR.
ris to visit her sister who if ill and New York, July 
powerfulwas accompanied by her daughter, fleet of naval vesseLs ever
gwhile Rev. Armstrong went to near athered in New York harbor anch-
('red here last night. Sixteen war-Wingo. All departed last week and
left the house in charge of the wife's 
division's 
of 
Admirals Evans and Sign 
siocarrying 263 guns, comprise the
cousin, MT. Roy Boaz, who slept at
the place each night to see that noth- bee's divisiorsa.
ing went wrong. Thursday evening
about to: o'clock he came in, went .4 44.
ladirect to his room and lit the mp,
but paid no attention to anything
around the premises, therefore did
not notice the disonderly condition of
things. He had no sooner awoke
yesterday morning at 6 o'clock than f
his eyes fell upon the open door of ,
the closet which he had left shut the ,
day before Glancing around he then '
found truca, wardrobes, closets and
in fact everything containing cloth- 1
ing wide open. He lost no time in
making an investigation and discover-
ed that thieves had entered the place
and going from room to room, open-
ed each trunk and wardrobe and ac-
homily -strippt-of- the 11/111117 -
of - Wearing a5parer belokirig to ehs.
ninister and family. Continuing his
search he noted that the culprits had
cut the screen to the rear door, effect-
ed an opening and then reached in-
side and unlatched the door. This
gave them free access to the house
and they proceeded to help them-
selves.
M. Boaz is confident that the
thievery occurred before he returned
home Thursday evening, as he is
awakened easily at the slightest noise
and does not believe they could have
entered the house %shay he was asleep
without arousing him.
On the return yesterday of Mrs.
Armstrong she commenced going
over 'things and states she finds only
clothing and wearing apparel gone,
but may miss' other articles as sIlve
looks further into the situation.
Yesterday she estimated that at
least $300 worth of goods had been
taken. T/ie parties who stole the
things, mum have known of the ab-
sence of the minister and his family
from the city, and also been acquaint-
ed with the corning and going of Mr.
Boaz who was sleeping there at night.
They picked an opportune moment
and actually raided the house from
front to back door, as regards wear-
ing apparel.
Like all well furni4hec) home there
were many valuable thing's the thieves
could have taken. but it seems they
only wanted clothing, and surely got
enough to satisfy theinselvel.
dismissed the charge of
against Charlie Shep-
Broadway Methodist Church.
Th-e new order of worship ivilh be
introduced at Broadway Methodist
Church, Sunday, promptly at 10:45 1.
m. and will be as follows:
Silent prayer (preacher and peo-
ple).
Organ voluntary.
Hymn No. S (people standing).
Prayer (corichiding with the Lorers
Prayer by all the people).
Doxology (people standing).
Lesson from) the Old Testament.
The Gloria Petri.
Lesson from the New Testament.
Offering-Organ solo-Anthem.
'Hymn 701 (people standing).
Sermon - "Christian Education;
With Direct Reference to a College
in Paducah.
'Hymn No. 198 (people standing).
Prayer with benediction.
Evening worship 8 o'clock.
Sermon--"Our kfloys,"






Is the cheapest on
market. We also have
the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Get our pri-







MUST GO TO JAIL
School Official Sent to Penitentiary
for Accepting a Bribe.
Kansas City, July 28.-The motion
fer a new trial filed by Frank Camp-
bell, member of the board of educa-
tion in Kansas City, Kan., convicted
in the district court in that city of
accepting a bribe for his vote in the
awarding of a contract by the board.
uas overruled this morning, and
Campbell was sentenced to serve
from one to seven yeirs in the state
penitentiary.
Campbell was released ois a $1,50o
bond and allowed ninety days in
which to perfect his appeal to the su-
preme court. On June 24 of this year
a Jury in the district court returned
verdict of guilty.
GOOD EFFECT IS PRODUCED
On Canal Employes by Arrival of
President Shonts.
Panama, July 28.-President Shonts
and a party of canal officers went
yesterday to inspect the route from
Panama to Culebra.
Among the subjects which Preti-
dent Shonts discussed with Gov. Ma-
goon was, the construction of the
quarters and places for the recreation
of employes, to which much import-
ance is attached. A definite plan will
be adopted its the near future
The arrival of President Shonts has
produced an excellent effect among
the employes', counteracting the ef-
fects of the resighation of former
Chief Engineer Wallace.
The conwni.,sioners will visit Presi-
dent Amacbor at Guardia
Yale university wants to endow a
chair on forestry and for the purpose
is asking the lumbermen to raise
$150,000.
•
The Mo6t Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City.
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON, WE HAVE THE MOST COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBEIR YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRA DE OF MORGAN &
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICKS. WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDL-115, BRI-
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUT!! AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DONT FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUSi IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCPIASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 111 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSII NO.
M-EYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.




PADUCAH REAL EST...r,-. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASV
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR it.
EDGo" q W. WILITTEMOK.L. Pos..awah.
HEATING
llot Water - - Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
ED. D. HANNAN.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents. has Ssie.00e
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms; also three safes.
1 Houses for rent.
Telephone, old, vdelfi. z
Henry Mammen, sr., the relitb14
book manufacturer, Blank Books.
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder in Paducah
Library work a specialty.




++++ +++ ++4. + +
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for Ike Round
Trip to lerfsessee river
and retain.
It is a trip of please*, condor*
and rest; good eerve, good table;
good rooms, etc. Soats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Superintendent; Frank L
Brc-wn, -ent.
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
OtoVes age.
Fartrzithre.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-aao Court at. Old phone !sill
Clem Fransioii,
Moving wagon in connection
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone 196. *it:U/3 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.







At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
E nt er e d at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
✓ --ear  S5.00
• • Intim  2.50
'7: • - Icatl?s  1.25
•_k50
lIftle to receive this paper
only . ould report the matter to
Reg 'er office at once. Tele-_
Ser' "1358.
Silurday ling, July 29, 1905.
A Ncti:..paperis.DutY.
The New York American and New
York Jaurnal have been sued by
Comptroller Grout for $350,000 and
$aoopoo . damages' respectively, says
the Nashville American. In. addition,
one of the editors has been sued and
arrested for criminal libel. These
suits were brought upon articles deal
ism with matters of public interest.
We cki not approve of all the meth-
ods of these two newspapers, but
they take the proper position as to a
newspaper's rights and its duties to
the public. These are so well stated
we quote at length from the editorial
-avid commend the position taken as
that which should in the main be ad-
hered to by every newspaper which
honestly seeks to ,erve the public.
We quote:
"There is nothing more important
in the United States today than a
careful supervision of public officials
by the newspapers, which alone atand
between the nations and absolute cor-
ruption. - If any in-an is libeled by a
newspaper he should protest, and full
satisfaction 'atonal hr given to him.
But rro newspaper worthy of the
manic would be deterred by libel suite,
civil or criminal,. from eking its duty,
representing hon•estly and vigorously
the great public, which is the news-
paper's client. The real newspaper is
not a mere retailer of news to be sold
as merchandise.
"The new•paper is the lawyer of
the public. And it Owes tO the public
same devotion, the same combat-
ive spirit, the *same determination to
secure rights, as the conscientious
lawyer owes to his individual client.
AP it is the duty of Groot to protect
he taxpayers of New York City, so
it is the duty of an honest newspaper
to protect taxpayers and all other cit-
izen's.
"And th y can be protected only
b) giving the fullest publicity to the
acts of their officials, enabling the pub
; ct decide for itself whether iv is
,.. outer! and represented in
it a.• it should- be. With no possi-
bility of recalling, or putting out of
office a careless or otherwise unfit
official, sash hrough roundabcut and
poVtically hampered impeachment,
lC newspaper alone stands between
people and those whom they put
sio o cc. From the day of an official's
itectit until his term ends there is
no cc,ri I over him save that exer-
cised by n honest press, fortified by
the approval of the reading public.
"Among \officeholders, some dac-
age teh peoale directly by ab saute
corruption, at others even mare se-
riously by carele sne (a, or indifferent
acquieseence in schemes of the
dishonest—withoue shariag their
,plunder. We no not atat in the that.
ed States such condi AS exisit in
a country like Rustria, whore, in the
presence of free wens and publicity,
the whole structure of government
collapses in a criais."
No honest, courageous newspaper
can be deterred from doing it's rho:
by fear of libel or damage suits. No
responsible newspaper seeks to slan-
der or misrepresent any individual,
however humble or however great.
No reputable newspaper would know-
ingly do anybody injustice, nor will
it refrain from criticism where the
public ioterests. seem to require criti-
tom, exposure, protest or warning.
• • •
It is, charged that the authorities
of New Orleans were criminally neg-
ligent of the health of that city ere
the yellow fever appeaned there sev-
eral days since, and hence the so-
den and surprising ravages of the
disease. Whether the charge men-
tioned is correct or not it wil: find
many believers throughout the coun-
try because of the delay the health of-
ficials of the place made in letting
the people in the city and elsewhere
understand the dangerous conditions
existing. The reappearance of yel-
low fever in the Crescent City after
so many years of escape will do
more than anything else to set the
city back from it recent great
growth and to rob it of much com-
mercial benefit which was promised
through the building of rhe isthmian
canal. Already Mobile looms up as
a formidable port for much of New
Orleans/ business and this fact is
made plain through the way many
large strippers, particularly the fruit
dealers of the further southern lands,
have turned their steamers from New
Orleans to Mobile at e first report
of fever at that place. ew Orleans
will no doubt pay dearby or the neg-
lect of her health conditions, as is
already apparent
•
at isorilene thats_the j3 " " 
going to ley ' down such *terms 'of
peace to the Russians that they must
accept them and swallow all chagrin
at the way they are "done up.' The
Japs are winning the world over to
their terms because- of the shrewd
way in isakh they are being arrang-
ed, as indicated in the proposition or.
intimation that if Vladivostok is dis-
mantled, Port Arthur will not be
again fortified_ The slaps will never
need Port Arthur they 'readily recog-
nize, and they therefore willingly
cut the place out if the Russians also
dismantle Vladivostok. And the
way the Japs have gone at the mat-
ter..is asaursince that this will be the
se-ttletneat, or a part of it. The Jape
are proving most skilled displonvats.
The St.- Louis Republic covers the
whole case in these few pointed
words: "Few sermons, on the trou-
bles of the times are as full of warn-
ing as the fact that the United States
government was compelled by the
crookedness of employes to i.-sue a
new statistical statement of crop con-
ditions. Leaving out the moral side
of it. do this people -fully conspria-
hend what the rest of the world,
when we are pushing into internation-
al politics and trade, will think pf us-?"
There is reason to doubt the story
which conies from Nailwatikee that a
eeportes has been indicted for offer-
ing several five hundred dollar bribes.
The reporters are generally no richer
than the editors and it is safe there-
fore to say it is a ba•e Mander to at-
tempt to make the public think a re-
porter ever had a single five hundred
dollars to spend so recklessly as to
bribe any one. Perish the thought.
-dile and entertain the Japanose anal
Ru •sian peace plenipotentiaries.
Well, what is' worth doing at all is
'wroth doing proper'.
Maybe after all the Emperor of
Germany said no more to the Em-
peror of Russia. than the governor of
South Carolina said to the governor
of North Carolina.
The Equitable "stink" is spreading
to other big life insurance companies.
Well in time perhaps the public will
learn whether they are being insured
or robbed.
Colored Applicants
FOR COUNTY SCHOOL TEACH-
ERSHIP CERTIFICATES
WERE EXAMINED.




of the county schools, yesterday ex
arnined a number of colored people
who want certificates entitling thenn
to teach in the county districts. If
they evidence sufficient intelligence
they are granted the certificates ne
cessary before they can be employed
to instruct scholars of the county.
Those taking the examination were J.
S. Hamilton, Bessie Grubbs, Lorena
Marble, Tennie 0. Brown, Pearl
Reynolds, Daisy John-on and Ruth
Cart wright.
Colored Normal.
Yesterday the third week of 4,he
colored summer normal school- clos-
ed at the Eighth and Ohio street
building, while next Friday it closes
altogether after a four weeks'
ses-sion, during which time the col-
ored teachers of -both city and coun-
ty have receive instruction from Prof.
E. W. Benton.
Go Begging.
Mc Crac ken _, county saso seatielest
three -free seholarehips every 3-eat in
the state college at Lexington, Ky.,
and always the local people are chos-
en in competitive examinations con-
ducted by the superintendent of the
county schools, but this year there
have been no applicants for the schol-
arships,- the date for examination
having passed long since. If any-
one wants it though the ouperinteod-
ent bolds a special examination Yoe
that purpose.
Solicitor Preparing
WILL BE READY NEXT WEEK
TO CONFER WITH THE
MAYOR.
—
Stree' Roller Was Used Yesterdaf
on First Block of Brick Street '
on Third—Slag Sold.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday called on
City Solicitor Puryear to see whenI dle latter would be ready to hold the
conference at which time these two
municipal authorities will decide what
steps they will take toward compell-
ing the Cumberland Telepbone com-
pany to take a city franchise, empow-
ering them to kgaay carry on their
business which they have heretofore
iconducted without any grant whateverr from the monicipality. The solic-
itor has been sick fot the past day
or two, but is looking up records re-
garding the company, and informer!
(the mayor he would he ready for - the
consultation eary next week.
If a few more "rascals" in the de-
partments at Washington turn them-
selves out the civil serwice examin-
ers will have to get to work to fur-
nish "suitable"' for the vacancies.
There is surprisingly number of
ithe "rascal's" \oho toe taking to the
woods in view of probable investiga-
tions by the approaching congress,
these no doubt hopino to leave the
bag for those who stick to hold.
Rolling Third Street.
Yesterday the first block of brick
street was finisihed on Third, it
stretching from Kentucky avenue to
Wa-•hingtort street The contractors
t
inerediately put the huge roller of
their, to work and for hours ft
passing up and (FON% ii the thorough-
fare. pressing the brick compact, so
they would be smooth on top.
Will Not Use Slag,
11r. W. F. Paxton bought the slag
stanaing on the yards of the aban-
done 1 iroa furnace at Third and
Neeson streets and offered to sell
the city some of same to be used for
repairieg the gravel streets in bad
places. The board of works decided
to buy enough to repair One block of
;aahre hiehway and experiment sitiih
the stuff, but Mrr l'axton fottltd a
purchaser for the eatire stack and
. sold it to outsiders who are carrying
it ass-ass The city 1143W cannot use
• it. .•
-----
The manafreinent• of the Equitable 455 Street Signs.
Life Assurance Society claim to have! Assistant City Engineer Robert
Richordson yesterday finished hiscut off enough pensions and heavy 'calculations which show that it wili((Caries to save the socie:y fsoo,coo a take 455 street corners signs for the
year. This extravagance was at the ; di itrict bounded 'by First, Ninth,
cost of the policyholders, of course, ; Trimbk and Jones streets. The
boaed of works will have signs patget the dividends I
tip at every •corner inside this dis-
trict, giving the name of the street
There is no use for the people to and intersecting thoroughfare, and
delay the matter of finding suitable 
!ordered the engineer to estimate the
notriber so they would know whether"timber" for the tickets the Demo-10 order same or not. ,
crats will choose at the primary now
near at -hand. Take an early start
fel' they did\ not
(la: tJ vu.
and don't wait is as good a rule in
politics a- in other business.
• 
The United States will els) herself
Much credit in the way she will ban-
Boy Broke Arm.
Floyd Baker. a 7-year-old boy,, fell
from one of the trams working on the
South Third s t re es noconstritlion
work and look" left arm yester-
day morning It was ict by Dr.
Troutman.
The Last Week Of My Cost Sale
After August 1st, my entire stock will be turned
over to the GEO. ROCK SHOE CO., who will con-
tinue the business in the same straightforward way
that I have tried to conduct my but:ness for the
past 48 years.
You had better take advantage of my cost sale
while it lasts, as it is a rare opportunity for you.
I want to thank my many patrons for their con-
tinued patronage, and trust you will continue pat-
ronizing the Geo. Rock Shoe Co. I will continue to
keep my desk at the store and will be glad to wel-
come my friends and old patrons. Yours Respt.,
fir---51744111144-3' roic,•,..• • 4. . • " a •
GEO. ROCK.
321 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.'
WAR NOW
WAGED
(Concluded From Page One.)
practically all the lines that enter here






contemplates  esc inyewsciiiae ha
visit to every 'house in; the city, so
se that no 
eal=ori even in- its incipient stages.
The city has been divided into a' large
number of districts. Each inspector
is required to visit every premise in
his district, and every room, if possi-
ble. Special endeavor must be- made
discover every person sick with
fever of any sort. Each inipector is
provided with a large oil can, (men
which he is directed to pour oil on
an exposed water surfaces, tubs, cis-
terns ant! pools. Every night there is
to be a full report by each inspector
of all premises and roKirns visited
Goy. Blanchard on Hand.
Gov. Blanchard has returned to the
state capital from the Alexandria en-
campment and has placed hirmielf into
hourly communication with the state
board of health. He is, unable to
eorne here, because Baton Rouge and
the other towns have made their quer
antines so rigid that if he did he
would not be able to get away again.
and the state's business would con-
stantly suffer. The governor said to-
day, in an interview, that he did not
believe there was the slightest juotifi-
cation for a panicky feeling in the
state. He is in perfect touch with the
local situation, and he thinks if there
is thorough co-operation of the peo-
ple with the medical authorities Ode
is no danger of a serious spread of
the fever in Louisiana, even .if addi-
tional lsotated cases occur outside - 61f
New Orlearie from the flight of the
Italian population.
Another Case Confirmed.
The reported case at Bowie, on the
Southern Pacific. in LaMarche parish,
has been confirmed. The case was of
an Italian who fled from New Or-
leans. Upon his death the authoritks
promptly burned the building which
-he had occupied.
The Italian societies have issued an
address to their countrymen. lahes-
-say:
"If any of your family should get
sick &seat hide the fact, but call at
once for relief, and it will he forth-
coming It j.i of the utmost import-
anic to know of the very first attack
of dine, . If you are without means,
or if yois are in any way pushed fur
fi. ids, c ,me forward without hesita-
tam ale' notify us. You will get all
tae assi ance you need. You will be
ti services of a'physician, and
you a id be furn:slied with money,
medicine,. food and %bate* aou
ritay actually want. want to show
the people of this, c Pity that the
Italian colony I pr ssive,
gcni. law-abiding am Self-supporting,
and that we have men able and will-
ing to meet emergencies of any kind."
Unforgiving Sins to Republicans.
(Memphis Commercial-Appeal.)
Hyde, Loomis and Morton have all
received letters of recommendatieo
from the administration, while Boieeu
and Wa-Uace, %rho are accused of no
dishonesty, have been abord liltt
pickpockets.. The former ha-s; her
severely criticised for showing up the
adventurer Loomis, while Wallace has
effended all the traditions of the re-
pt•blican party by reigning a good,
fat office. Exposing rascals and re-
signing from office are the unforgiv-
able sine in the republican creed.
big North German Lloyd line
stsamer went ashore off the Island of
drier ney Wednesday and will prove




THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC, YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNO_ _THAT OTHERS ARE. SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER_ _ 
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOUAT ONLY 'Vic PER SINGLE R&L,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, tot:, !se, aoc
AND UP TO S3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS., ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. C. LEE
-- Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
i3o SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH.
MAIM, EIINfitil & CO.
Railroad Rebates.
(Railroad 0!T.cial in The Outlook.)
In more than one year the net rev-
enues ea tite company by which I
have been employed wottlel have been
;increased by more than 15 per cent
ail all the money legitimately collected
. for transportation service had been
retained---bod not been returned to
, favored' customers in various forini
;of rcpate. These hundreds 4 4 mil-
lions of money which the transporta-
tion systems of this country have.
;during the period 1887 Its ttio5, earn-,
Cd and repaid belonged legally and(equitably to the employes and the
owner • these properties. These
'stuns have been converted from the
men who performed the service and
• from the bond and stock Molders, to
;the men who conarolled the large in-
dustrial products of , the country—
'coat iron, grain, salt, sugar, oil, pro-
visions and lumber. The conversion
of these vast sums was without indi-
rect or remote advantages to trans-
portation interests. The history of
this period may be repeated whenever
,the Whim OT the intereat of a traffic
manager or owing director promps or
requires.
Notwitbstanding the violation of
, the commerce law- has -beeq open and
, notorious, and indictment-hay" been
.numerous and prospect:a, • • • infre-
quent, no railresad offio • ever
been incarcerated. For n os part,
the penal liability for soca it-a:obed-
ience has never in any wise deterred
my purpose to secure my -company's
share of tonnage by whatever means
competitors employe(' I have the
reputation of a law-abiding citizen
in my home city—am well known—
if pc-- soya:- character. 1 flat-'
tcr myself, that a jury cotad not be
fonod wh:cli would commit me as a
fc:on herau..e I directed the payment
,of a rebate to a shipper—a transac-
tion which did not inure to my finan-
cial advantage. , Could a jury be
ifoerd that would exact a fel m's pnn
mcnt for such men as Mr. Stuyvesant
Fish, or Mr. Seoretary Paul Morton,
aLr. afarvin Hughitt, for diasa ev-
lag a s;a!itte in order that the ta -I
nues of the company by He
was entployed Might not a(
eel!
Explosions on Old Battlzfiela
The forests in the tuoun' alas-
known as London I !eight opposite
Harperai Ferry, took fire recently and
burned- with great intensity. After
some time a series of explosions were
heard which startlEd the inhabitants,
and the concussion was an great tha,t
it broke windows in some himses in
. Harper's. Ferry, acrinis the Shenan-
doah. The explosions were caused
by 'bursting of shells h.C11 had heel
thrown cm the heights at the time
when Gen. Mills surrendered to
Stonewall' rackstin.:, in 1862. These
had fai4ktoi exAtiorla'Acit they werf
atitUlad fernained there for



























































































































WELDON SOUTH, BACKED BY SENSATIONAL FIELDING, DID
NOT ALLOW PRINCETON A SOLITARY RUN—HE USED
HIS NOODLE IN THE SEVENTEENTH LIKE A MAJOR
LEAGUER — GAME GREATEST IN LEAGUE'S HISTORY—
VINCENNES DOWNED CAIRO IN A HITTING CONTEST.
How They Stand. rulto fared somewhat better. Caina s
.
W. L. Pct. ' errors were also costly.
Paducah  5 1 .74 1 The score by innings:
Vincennes  4 3 .571 . I nnings, l 4 3 4 5 6 7 8 4--r 11 e
Cairo  3 4 .429 Cairo, o 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0-4 13 3
Princeton  1 5 .286 Vincennes o 3 o o o 3 3 o x-9 9 3
elk
Yelterday's Results.
Paducah 4, Princeton o





Princeton at Paducah e
Vincennes at Cairo
Kitty's Greatest Game.
leynceten, Ind., July 28.—Paducah
and Princeton made a record for the
Kitty league this afternoon. They
played for eighteen innings. and for
seventeen innings ngithse side scored.
It was a battle •'f1IP tli* kings of
4 fans. There vias hard tatting • at should •bc proud.
times ancl there was also sensation I
al fiekling. In instances when a icore ! Carnes weakened in the eighteenth.
*seemed certain a lightning play ,Seeith kept at it when the begs %sere
would spoil all chances, full and only one out.
e The fans went wild. .When t•he in-
nings passied the ninth the fans corn- Poreibly it is a bimetal' record a%
menced a fearful uproar. The news over the couney, as not a run WIS
was flashed to town that the greate't made in seventeen innings.
ball game in the history_of the little
league was in progrest. Soon peoptet
left their hooves and reached the park
in time to see several innings of real
genuine baseball Many a hat was left
at the park vrna-,hert into a bunch no,
bigger 'than a beechen. Umbrellas
were cracked over backs. Several'
fan, dropped to their seats erlatestee.
South did the twirling for the In-':
diens. His work and that of Carnes
ivihl go down in baseball history Beth
. 1
were effective at critical stage*. Th,7
hits erre kept well scattered until the
eigheiterith inning.
V.,' ;tie seventeenth inning McGin
got a dean' three-bagger with non:
Veit South purposely walked Mey-
er,' and caught him stealing second
base. TW. be purposely walked BeJ
and MkNasuara. tilling the eases.
Then came _forced outs on irffield
bite saving the game. The trick
wag a great piece of head isork for
Weldon South, assisted by Captain
Gilhigan
In the eighteenth inning. Lloyd,
first up. struck out hut Flarlow miss-
ed the tfOrd strike and Lkiyd got to
first. Land seigled and Lloyd went
to second. South hit to Bell, who
peeved the ball to Kipp to , cut off
• Lloyd at third. but. Kipp missed the
eball and the bases were full. Gilli-
gan knocked a two-bagger, scoring
kLloyd and Land, add McClain sin-
gfed, scoring South and Gilligan.
Perry's one-hand elect of a tfne
drive ewes a feature of the game,
Meyers had twenty-eight put-outs
at first base.
Carnes struck esti eleven and
South ten.
The time of the game was three





Batteries—Lane and Lemon; Pe:-
due, Hippert and Harvey.
BASEBALL NOTES.
Hub Perdue got his, but 'he is a
Mod pitcher.
South's 'headwork in the seven-
teenth saved the day.
Land started the hitting. Then the
firework., wete on proper.
Paducah and Princetou established
a new Kitty league record_
•If Cairo had bunched bits Vin-
cennes would have been a dead duck.
Ray needn't get sore over yester-
day's game. It is one of which he
()wing to an injury
the backstop work ea,




eatteei eolith and Land; Carnss
and Harlon.
Both Teams Slegged.
Vincenaes. md.. Judy 28.--The
game this afternoon e-as a sluizeine
seistc'h. in which Ca-ro excelled% but
Vincennes beat the Tadpoles et
ee4hunehing and %selecd away aith the.
game. Perdue was knocked nut of
the box early in the game and he was
relieved I, I t tbirrl ea,smen.
.MN/M/I•••••
el/he said South couldn't pitch?
The Register has always fought for
South, even when some of the fans
wanted him released. •
There was great excitement in Pe-
ducah over the game while the scores
by inning, were received. Anybody
who would not get crary over a game
like that is not a fan
Colorado's Soda Lake.
One of tfic most remarkable dis-
coveries ever made in the region is
that of a lake of liquid sockt in the
inaccessible desert r between Crestone.
Colo., and Hooper, in the San Luis
valley. The lake Se an acre and a
quarter in extent and lies at the bot-
tom of a little basin vabey in the
desert. On its iaee.oda crystals
have collected to a depth of eighteen
etches, the whole fake having the ap-
pearance of a body of ice with a hard
snow covering.
A recent examination by the state
school of mines shows that these
crystals are 37 per cent. pure soda.
purer than most of the commercial
soda offered on the market. A Den-
ver men. E. M. Fence. has secured a
lease of the :and containing the lake
and ie now instalbng maehinery
which will convert the native crystals
into marketable form. There are
4n00 tons in sight.
The echool of mince experts way
that the soda is a creation of feldspar.
The granite masses of the Sangre de
Cristo range *tend *entitlel on two
sides of the little valley. The feld-
spar in the granite, undergoing de-
composetion, collects, in the lake ba-
sin. where it is held in check by an
imperviser clay, and proper condi-





PRESIDENT LACKEY, OF CAR-
NIVAL COMPANY, SAYS
NONE GOES.
The'Promoters of the September Fes-
tival are Gradually Getting
Things in Shape.
President Ernest Lackey, of the
Paducah Trawling Men's Carnival as-
sociation, stated yeotenday that under
no consideration would a German
village be tolerated on the grounds
doling their festival to be given at
Twelfth and Trimble streets the last
week of September. As the ladies of
the Home 'of the Friendless coufcl not
take hold of the American village and
'nun same during the carnival, sonje
of the traveling mien had stated that
it was more than probable they would
have a German village, but the pres-
ident states that the executive com-
mittee has set its foot down upon this,
and nothing but an American viHage
and soft, non-intoxicating drinks will
be bad on the grounds.
Now that the ladies, of the Horne
have not, seen their way clear to take
charge of the matter, the promoters
of the carnival will give it to some
others, there being •miny bodies of
good workers desiring the privilege.
The home bad been given the pref-
erence.
The carnival promoters are grad-
ually, getting things in condition for
the festival and expect their initial
event of this chararter to be quite a
succeso.
Another reason why the German
Village will not be given is because
the contract the drurnimers have with
the Parker carnival company prohib-
its a village of this character on the
ground.
The American village has been plac-
ed in charge of Mr. Milton Sanchez,
who is president of the 'nave-ling
Men's dub, and he with Mr. Ernest
Lackey will be out in a few days call-
ing upon everybody for donations to
the village. M. Lackey is presi-
dent of the carnival association fea-
ture of the club.
Occurs in a Village Near Kishineff,
Russia.
Kiihi!ielT, July 28.—An attagic on
tie Jews, in which several were ki/leir
Lnd wounded, is reported to have oc-
curred at Rusks Novska (New Russia
plebahly a village near Kishineffe




Is the horn on automobiles a good
thing or not?
Five minutes spent in observation
on a crowded street are sufficient to
show the sisortcornings of the auto-
matic horn. It is a cause of confu-
sion, and often adds to the danger
that constantly confreres, the person
on foot. Thc tooting of half a dozen
or more automobile hones, in addi-
ten to the usual din of a down-town
street. is not conckisive to ,safety. It
adds uncertainty to confusion and by
so doing increases the danger it is
supposed to avert.
But the worst of the matter is the
effect of the horn upon the driver of
the automobile. He often seems to
look upon the toot of the horn as an
evidence of royalty. He has the right
of way over all others. He goes
crashing threwe the streets, accom-
panied by a series of fiendish shrieks
from his horn in utter disregard of
the rights of thousands of people
ulkisr lives he endangers. He consid
en. that his deny is done and that his
rceponesibilities cease when he toots
his horn. He has given warning of
his approach—let the others 'beware.
Would it re it be better to prohibit
the use of the horn and require the
drivers of automobiles to take the re-
sponsibility of piloting their engines
of destruction through the crowded
streets? The man with a here and
beim" is not allowed to depend upon
a horn to avoid accidents. Why
should the driver of an automobile
enjoy this privilege?
Would there not he fewer accidents




J. W. SULLIVAN ARRESTED ON I
4/Teir, CHARGES OF GET-
TING MONEY.
Sherman Mills Charged With Fight-
ing Lora Warren, of West
Court Street.
--
J. V.. Snllivan, white, was arrested
yestenlay Ly 0:11cer.; Cro.:a and T:r-
rell on the charge of taking. a stove
from J. I' Ford and carrying it to V.
G." Gardner. sold it for twetty-tive
cents, by claiming the stove belonged
to him. He is- charged with obtain-
ing money trricier•f,alse pretenses in
thin manner. Anoiher similar war-
rant for a like offense was gotten out
against him.
The vvife of Rev. William Boar-
iguin, of the Evangelical church of
iSouth Fifth street. left this morning
for Abler burg, Ohio. to spend sev-
eral weeks vieting. Next week Dr.
1 43oorguin goes to Osvenshoro. Chi-
;cago and Lake Winona. to be gone
se eweeks. During his absence
hing will be had at his
Fought With Woman.
Sherman Mills, a bartender, was ar-
rested yesterday by Captain Joe
Wood on the charge of having a fight
with Dera Warren, an inmate of a
est Court street•resort.
Trio Arrested,
Officer Terrell and Captain Wood
yesterday morning arrested- Frank
Overcame. John Garner and Mose
Plew on a breach of the peace charge.
The trio are countrymen who were
'bringing a load of charcoal to the
Palmer hotel, and while passing Ter
rell's stable on North Fifth Ftreev
run their wagon into a buggy slightly
injuring it. They claim that in
backing they accidentally had the col-
lision, when a negro attache of the
stable commenced cursing them.
Bad Language Used.
Officer John Hessian. arrested Ern-
est Ozmont, white, on the charge of
using profane language out upon the
public streets.
Sti•eet Blocked.
Officers Johnson and Rogers yesc
terday stated that they intended get-
ting warrants for Contractors Cham-
blin, Dunlap and Davis for piling a
huge stack of dirt, bricks and trash
opt on the public street in front of
tee Joe Wolff jewelry establielwrsene.
The building is being remodeled and
the laborers without authority are
daily carting out immense amounts of
dirt, brick, timber, etc., and dumping
it right in the street where traffic is
blockaded and great inconvenience
caused eiwrybody. There is an ordi-
nance against tome and the patrol-
men have warned the oceitractozs,'
but they seem not 10 mind same.
therefore warrants will be gotten if
the dangerous pile is not away by to-
day. ' ee:.$ •
Contra*' blunlap elated that they
had a perfect right to use half (he
street in their building operaions, and
were not amenable to the law.
Thieving Girl
Mr. James ‘Vooldridge, the pattern-
maker of the I, C., reports an unusu-
al theft at his. home.' Several days
ago four little girls sought his home
for shelter during the rain and one of
the visitors asked the little Wool-
dridge girl for a comb to bru Ii her
hair. When the 'Wooldridge child
came in from another room with the
comb, she caught the other ransack-
ing a bureau drawer, but thought
nothing vf it as the visitor explained
she looked in there for a comb. The
tno then played "hide and seek" and
v. bile at this the visiting girl sr8le a
purse containing several dollars from
the trunk of Mrs. Wooldridge, the lit-
tle girl of the latter having strown
the other where her mamma kept her
re cket book.
MAKES A CLEAN SWEEP.














r •a_1...11Tv. 5.8; falling.
D ;xis Is:and Dam, 42; fallin.
St. Louis, 18.6; falling.
Mt. Vernon, inen falling.
Paducah, 13.4;
The towboat Henrietta went
pa yesterday with several
loaded with ties.
The Jessie B. arrived here
day from up the Ohio river.
doing a transfer business up
Golconda.
The Sycamore has returned from
Joppa where she delivered her tow
of railread ties for reshipment.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the!
steamer Kentucky gets out for the





7.e No lady can diaienise withHenry's Aseotic Cream e 2ring
the summer ii he vise to
keep her compleseon in aood
condition.
••••
Henry's Aseptic Cream 4'
Protects the skin from the ill
effects of exposure to sun and
wind, makes the skin smooth
and the complexion clear. Con-
tains nothing but pure, sweet,
beneficial ingredients. Pos-





This morning there gets away the
Steamer Dick FOWICT for Cairo at 8
o'clock. She conies back tonight
about Ir.
The steamer Joe Fowler left for
Evansville yesterday and comes is —
The Paducah
kagain tomorrow to lay until Monday Stamp & Stencil Co.
morning before shipping out again
for that place.
The Reuben Dunbar gets away
from Nashville today and reaches
here tomorrow. She then lays until
Monday before getting out for
The City of Saltillo left
yesterday and gets here
morning en route to the
river.
The Rees Lee leaves Cincinnati this
afternoon and gets to Paducah next
Tuesday on her way to Memphis.
The Peters Lee left Memphis yes-
terday and passes he tomorrow en
route to Cincinnati. '•
The City of Savannah passed into
the Tennessee river this morning
firma St. Louis.
' The City of Memphis gets to St.
Louis tonight and leaves there Mon-
day on her return here. She reached




HURT BY FALLING FROM
CHAIR.
Mr. B. C. Thomas Stricken With










Yesterday it was discovered that
several days ago Mrs. George R.
Broadfont fractured tiwo ribs while at
her home, 1415 South Third street.
At the time she was trying to fix a
transom over a door in the house,
when she fell from the chair upon
which she was standing, and alighted
on the floor with great force. She did
not think anything was wrong at the
time, but suffering considerable pain.
she had Dr. Troutman make an ex-
amination yesterday and the broken
ribs were found. They were set prop
erly. ,
Seroke of Paralysis.
I Mr. B. C. Thomas, the well knoan
truck gardner who realties out on the
'Mayfield road, is suffering from a
stroke of paralysis which has render-
led his entire right side perfectly help
He was stricken yesterday at
lids rural home.
Nashville, Tenn, July 28.—A Union The many friends of Dr. Newt.I
City, Tenn., dispatch says a man was Robertser will 'regret '.to learn that
sent from Chicago by the Illinois he is quite ill with malarial fever at
Central to take the place tetnpararily his home in sbo.pe.. ju across the
of the night man at the depot at Pa- ,coutry line in Marshall.
t 
death Junceon Wednesday the -----
stranger robbed the safe of consist- I Getting Better.
enable ,itin of money and a couple of ! Dairyman Claude Ruisell. of the
pisto:s and di-appeared. The robber , Cairo pike three miles from town. is
, changed his c1.41-t.s at Fulton-, leaving 'recovering from his attack of typhoid1I Ins okl stnt hi. hind. fever.
I. Th.: r.;, ' . T ,:1- of Fleming county One thousand delegates: to thy Zion 
i
ithis • 'site, BUILDING.I- .ye put a full ticket i,t congress are in Baslei Switzerland. :., •
Doctor Sick.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
those, made elsewhere.
are prepared to furnish











In fact, anything in Rubber Stamp






The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. 'A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
telitninia.1.0011131=13.21r3r."`" MI121110
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO *THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
C. B. liatfie'd
IS WRITI,NG INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEAR
OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, ten: RESIDENCE, 356.
RE COAL
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most
Family Lump, well,:screened llc bu.
Large Nut 10c bu
heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers
Place your order for coal with us
Large Egg lic
Nut 10c bu.
United States Gas, Coal Coke Company
photes 254. Office Fc.ot of Ohio Street
•
TIND OF ANCTEN'T METEOR.
Imberere at 'WtIllanasbarg, N. lf.,, San
earth What Appears to lie
Old Ueavoaly Visitor.
What seemed to be fragments of •
Sasignetio iron meteor, which may have
Illeacended to the earth centuries ago,
was discovered the other day by some
laborers who are excavating a cellar
an Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
Street, Williamsburg, N. Y. Th• die-
overy was made at • depth of 40 feet.
II being necessary to remove a hill U
feet high before the sidewalk level was
Poached.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth is
bee cellar excavation the men came
hpon the hard substance, and at first
Iselieved It nothing but solid rock. Its
pxtraordiaary -weight, however. made
them examine it more closely, and
twhen they cut into • large plee• of
the matter they found theinterior Ives
a solid mass of iron ore beneath a
eurface several inches deep of harth
sited yellow clay.
The search was extended further,
and the men eame upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and able a rael'a
head. An. the matter weeturned civet
to Frank N. Schell, the contractor,
who will transfer the relic, to some
museum.
nt appears to me," said Mr. Schell.
'that when this meteor fell, perhaps
centhries ago. It struck the earth like
• shower of hailstones 'would. That
IL. pieces are all encient is evident
drom the hard yellow clay whidh sari.
mounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
Ildfoollartag Device of Special Morn
Is Se Placed on dem• of the
Warships.
The navy department is providing
Dome of the warships with • new life
raft, says a Washington special to
the New York World. It consists ad
an elliptioal sapper tube somewhat
fattened, with aiir-tight stomper*
manta, strengthened by fins. The
tube is incased in cork, wound wifb
eanvas and made absolutely water.
tight. Attached to this float is e
rope hotting three feet deep. front
Which is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
Os the inner side et the float 'loon
wings which travel on Isaldigt, a
that the bottom rests 'la :lie propel
position. me matter which aide oi the
diet fade upon the water wEila it
b thrown overboard. It Lima not re
lairs to be righted, adlneted ea
Slersed skeet; it is ready for service
%be enemeaS it strikes the webs
Care are attached to the aides of the
Meat he propel IS when it is esectrpled.
Baeugh perilous cannot get on this
tuft Se dab IS. and. *alike the life
beat It cannot impedes or founder,
mar, like a raft, go to pleme "'guinea
She sides of a ship.
The war department I. eoneidering
She advisability of eqnipping army
transports with the same sort DI
floe t.
NAUTICAL SCE( j'I• AT MANILA.
-
4111cal I/Metals to De Everytklag Pee.
*to t• 'stereos* EIlledenw
et tke Instituttea.
• Naval officials at Manila !Amid to de
everything possible for t.L emcees of
the nautical school at that piece. This
Institution was inherited from the
diminish government. It has been in
eharge of Lieut. Richard IL Townley,
United States navy, wh• was recently
detached !rum that duty and ordered
home for complicity in certain irreg.
oleo business relatiens with army sub.
glutei:me officers at odanila. Anothee
officer has been placed in charge of the
institution.
The school offers a free education te
residents of the Philippine islands in
such professional duties as will equip
41e cadets to perform tin., duties of
masters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. But. while the education is chief-
ly of a technical and a professional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal instruction in the general
Wenches of mathematics, geography,
grammar, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
oehool with a practice ship to com-
bine prudes' with theoretigal instruce
Pon in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirements of the pro-
/elusion for which the students are to
be prepared.
Illftrelloss Telegraphy ter warebies.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rat in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Washino,
tow the necessity of equipping Amer,
loan men of war with. system of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon as the am
propriation is obtained he will recom-
mend •h• system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
son Clover, naval attache in London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
wotk, the rear admiral has recorn-
Mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
tees telegraph expert be sent us Eng-
land to represent the navy In the
trials of the two new systems de
iireioped by Lloyd's agency.
etteetricity en New York contest
Electricity for the New York fen-
fral railroad, at least to equip its
lines from the city's limits to the
arand Central station, is more them
a posaiblity of the near future. It Is
saiu that as electric engine, in many
ef its details unlike anything now is
eervice, has been perfected, and that
ft will soon have a trial. If its sue-
sees le as groat a. itippromised, steans
power may pass from the Orand 1 it
era' its I ion before January 1, ill%
Valero of Illeneoota Tares 14g1r,
Minnesota farm leads have ;
bawd more theta 100 per one-.
*Po daring she vast isms ream
"L" irtnIsEKKErf"' ! A JUNGLE "INFAIR." I
Items of Information eertatesessa Is
Ce:Inary Department-Sows
!Excellent Dt•bes.
Aluminum is now being used en.
.ensively as a meter .al for toilet arth
ilea. It has advantages over silver
al being light in weight and miles
tarniehiag, whileeit costa lee5 and ca.*
ree created in an equally urtistic 11111.11-
aer, says Boston Budget.
With a can of deviled ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one has
s reliable cue to begin operations.
For instance, have • small can of it
ind mix it through two gills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, •
;ill of consomme in which is diet
solved half an ounce or even less
eclatine. Put thhs into paper cases
ir into little china molds and set
in ice for as long a time as neces-
otry, or longer, and unmold when
serving.
OW potetoe• should always be
?laced over the stove in cold water
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old ontetoes stand in ice we-
:er for an hour or two after peeling
and before cooking.
Epicurean butter is ssrved with
;Tilled meats, etc. To iroske it. put
two tablespoonfuls, of L ash butter
•n a small bowl. and werk into it
thoroughly with the point of a silt
ter knife a mixture of cayeune,
mixed herb powder, minced parsiey,
Pemon juice and miishreorn powder.
,d-ben this is accomplished, set it oc
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
into enmity pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
spreading thin ovals or bread with
equal parts. of finely chopped celery
and walnut tneaes, mixed with
chopped olives end a little mayon-
naise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is oftea
ased in dour-limits and fried drop
sakes, causing the dough to burst out
es very irregular nubble' on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and tinshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pew.
ter makes the dough rim slowly, se
the gas ts not all IrberatedodeuPlr by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best results. either put the
biscuit into an °tee et moderato
rather than intense heat, that they
may have time to rise before a brows
erase is termed, or hit Mom stand
lea sektetee to rise, mad then pat
them into a hot even.
reamed chicken or creamed swask
breads may tabs the pleas of creamed
system an.] ere really mere whole-
some sad rum* easily procured. Par-
boil the weetbreatis and pick them
apart; to ea& pat? allow case can of
eaushroo•ps washed and chopped fins.
Stir thee-- hato a pint of cream Isaacs.
Where chielteri is used, to each three
pounds of chicken that has been most
sarefull boiled and cut into dice al-




ittraetts a Ifoatt.res' of Walst• and
Gew.,• for C• n• user Wear-A
S. :leen of b.onarat.a.
— -
Apropos of re Ovate, it may not be
emits to hint dat o return of the
pannier °vend,- • rt is persistently
threatened, say it fashion authority.
A very stunnimg outing hat for
mummer shows a felt crown and •
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
sod lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is a
conspicuous favorite of the best de
eigners, and daring bits of contrast
snake a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two ov
three of these counted on a seethe
loundation for the skirt.
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
They are either shot with white or
lave an irregular pattern, are in
Iwo shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There is a new China silk which lo
listing-uished by perpendicular line.
ef open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
leer, mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
face threaded with narrow velvet rib-
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles
quite a numbe? ot the new fancy
waists are made with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
at the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and /sometimes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jtabot and concealing the fee
toning of the bodice.
Keep tbe blether Young and Happy,
This charming power to throw away
Pot the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
szclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
face when we lay cooing in her arms.
Ind she was the happiest of women in
sonsequence. Is it not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
r.-own? No girl. I am sure, could pos-
sibly misinterpret me into meaning
that we are to turn sobs, sonsidere
lions into foolish -idioule. What I
really mean Is that many matter*
would oe improved if a eens• of humor
died its light upon hems and this ems
beet be moomplish d by gisia-nalas
alias% is Ladled' MINIM asems16,
IN A COUNTY In southern hernok aadlose than a decade ago there still me
meined a rural section which the people Is
the towns deeignated as the "jung,le, ' a term
of contumely handed down from • period
when this portion of the county was isolated
by impassable roads and covered with deem
timbers. The "jungle" fell behind in the
march of progress. The farm wagon eon-
rimed the family to (thumb on Sundads wham
the people as the prairie rode is "spring
wagons  or owned buggies. Three was en*
=Iins style of architecture, which is stilllly seen, the smart log house with
the room and a boxed-up kitchen at the side,
The lights streaming through thee. mall
wiadow showed such decorations on the
walls am a shotgun and rifle, the horn pow'
der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
if the hunt, while on winter•eveninse the
'leering firelight from the caverrrons firs
pleat threw shadows in and out among the
festoons of °Lions, a dried pum.pkin, amd
•"middlin's" suspendeiLfrom the rafters.
The house in which Rester Lane was bora
stood in a small cleared space In the heart
el the "jungle." Here she grew to weeniest
hood with he wider experience with the oefie
side world than the weekday walk to the
nearest village, and an annual journey to the
scanty seat in fair time.
Her first hardship came to her at the sd..
of six, when she must trudgc each day fee
le miles to the district school. But school
days in the lungle" were soon over, the boys
getting the most of the "schoolin' "because
the girls married and had no use for it.
There were no bachelor maids in the "jam
gle." Marriage was a certainty about which
therg cou:d be no doubt.
Hater Line being what the native: of the
"jangle" cal.ed a "good, smart girl," II
RIP expected she would make a good match,
If the Lane home was more picturesque
than some of its neighbors it Will because
Heater's dand trained the morning glory
vine, over the window in summer and hid
Lb. woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy.
hocks and princess feathers. Tin pans
and pail. shone nowhere else with such
brightness and luster as they did on that
bench outside the kitchen door. Besides
Fleeter had pieced more patchwork quilts
on the long winder erentngs than any °thee
girl in the "jungle," where • feather bed
and bedding and a cow was the dowry every
bride was expected to bring to her hoe
band.
/Jester had her choice between Squire
Bledsoe'. eon William end "Jim" Gilliam,
whose father yes the big land owner Is
the "jorgle" and could set off ten acres
fp the young people to mart out with. Be
Mg a pradentoninded young woman, }LW
ter took "Jim" and tbe wedding day was
eat for Octorber.
Squire Bhuisoe, who had "tied the knee
In every marriage ernoey which bid
lakes place in the twa decade,
ediciated, sad seepplememed the
elrea.wieS seal solemn advise sa antdeerg
wedding in the
aessemary tor the people tee take. A
Irma gads* ails*
the real celebration being the ea the
lellowtng day, when the yemeg hothead *A
Ws bride to ids father's house
Pim awl proud Hester 'mead as she
set beside "Jim," ea the treat sea* if the
'wow wmaxe in her "Wale trees of "sky
line delatse," trimmed with white lace as
the rofilea, and her last imamate* hat re
decorated with fresh ribbon bows. Thie
geteg away ocsetame reoreaseted the savtnicii
ea ilia sale of. app and better above the
traanigroosesa for many weeks. It wasade," too, • sewing machine net
=else of the luxuries od the Leas
Litt 11.11 they were, the "%hid" wares
were srrtring before them. The chants
were arranged in a sernicirele trotted the
mesa. and "Min" and Hester eat down
sear the open door. The compsay, the
elder member* Ant, soma forward one by
sere and 'shook there by the Land aid
fired their ecnigratulatteas. There was
ea'y oae Orme in which the good wishes,
mold be *mewed. "I wish ma much joy,'
repeated each neighboe solemnly, anll sat
lowe Lisle. Thee them was aflame is the
rem, the guests staring blankly at, the
bride and groom, who relieved their
Isarrammeat by socasionel whispers to each
ether.
Wises the jests and witty marine whielt
ealivemed the festivities a the /untie
were exhausted some of the older folks be
gan retainisesaUng of former wedding se
sanisaa.
"Ws carless how thmerierld does change°
said Uncle 'Jimmy" Taylor. He Led hi.
wide. "Aim Laura," were the *seen
if the .leegle." "Yoe young folks wits





don't know what hard 
time timber to floor your ho e with,
es o
sad a rook stove, and you can bey beds
end theirs and table already made.
waele't so 50 years age, when Laura and I
gee kitelied.
'leers lived at *di Kaskaskia. lies
te the I
tr 
had come over 
Kentucky, and 1, being a raving chag
MI llinois olds
and tired of Tennessee hills, turned up there
etts day and went to work for him. Seed.
tog lieu all done by lo-nd tm these days, and
Lanni helped is the cern planting. We MS
Its love and were rnarrt.d. On* day she.
that I took Laura up behind roe on • here%
n4 Withall our worldly goods tied is a
• we started out to seek our t
In s sew*sentry. Ins never stopped 
wewe reached the thee," and IM I
piece of land and dt a cabin. lured. al
Ile furniture with my own hands, and
looked ea the coals in the fireplace. I
o• go to et. Louts for almost everything
In those dam, and Laura staid alone in tiid
wilderness, but the /ndians were gone, and
there wasn't anything snore dangerous he
the wood• than varmints and wildcats."
"And we didn't lure dinner" hi
those days," said 'Jim'? father. We had
turkey and nation, whish we shot hi*
woods, and for eake and pis we had •good
morn pones baked In the coals on the hearth.
Vim's' mother didn't have • Ito
wadding dotes like Hester hers, but
limey woolaey she wove herself and
the wool for It, too. There wean't ne
hats In them daye; the girl was proud wise
seed get a bit of calico to make a suabeee
aet
There would have been more eteries of *
geed old dare when simplicity reigned
wodding feasts, but the men laws harry
sway for the "house-raising." and beim,
the inn went down the lossom.lble had
earetetfly helve and plied es a pretty An
ea the tar term were in their pl.atiflad
t pew horse wee ready in the "tune •
Teethe freeing "Bill" Bledsoe, tS 
a 
re-
rewl„ brought his fiddle and there wee
suitor, to show that he eh se
lance Is the hew house, a laouse-werwe
ine and the wedding festivities were WW1&
"Jim" and Rester still live In Ike
"jentgle,". but the little Ames Ise ether
peeps added to It, slid a neat pinkst base
L
well-kept or-hard awl lards .,l'
em the preeperity which is
lamb" Into progressive
c=a .i.ltzt4nd the 'Wale tied
tit ei a *moon. gesso TOM
wt11i . only oll s la MOM
iNfm A.L fitSidifOLoul
puestions Suggested b7 the Patti
liar Hab.ts of Raccoons.
llgesaleas ed a larast•erit Obser•-•
Ike wayc est the Seemingly Ihr•
t•Iligent Little Denlneso
of the. Woods.
ova:camel psychology is to be studied,
see, in Paris," said an observant
ettizen recently, according to the
New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and
the scientists are going to take the
eutrject up in • systematic way. That
Is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
loubt be productive of much interest-
Imp data.. Heretofore what scieatista
have said along this line, and in fact
all they have learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, and it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
iseyond the purely experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
eirrong the so-called reset sciences.
Tint It has occurred to me that a busy,
hustling center of population, where
ene may ffnd so much that is artificial,
much that is nit of harmony with
ate natural order of things, would
cot be the place to prosecute in an
ortelligent and satiefeetory way •
study of this irtereeting subject.
Surroundings a tri:le more rugged
would seem to afford a better °riper-
!smite for the obeervanee of mental
prom-roe s in the lower order of life,
although, of course, notch may be
antrued by the method which has been
adopted by European scientists.
"In the southern part of the United
pates these scientists might find much
1sta that would give them a more
iellseee clew tu the reasoning meth.•
Ads of animals of the lower order.
that little trick of theoppossum, for
nstance, when he feigns death, shows
sts element of shrewdness which one
rarely find!. in orders of intelligence
supposedly higher. .Take the raccoon.
Why Is it that he will leap up on one
side of • tree and their-jmap as twr ail
Se can from the other side? It Is s
:rick. lie te trying to fool the dog
that is after him by making him be,-
ieve he is up the tree. The 'coon has
oracticed this genie for so long that
ao well trained dog will liver lowl up
t tree until he ban ell-elect around it
seoaral times to see if the gime has
tot resorted to the usual make-believe
'Why is it theta a hsoon, when the,
as, I. failing under the. effect of the
hunter's ax, will scamper downs r a
trunk of the tree toward the atnuipl
Re has two reasons forilnimg it. le
the first place: unless the dog knows
is businesses, he will rueb out in the
li reed o u of the falling tree.. he fleeing
the ISMS will scamper out froze the
.e-p. In the second place, he reasons
that it lei safer for 'body and iimb
'n either event he is reasoning shout
the thing. It Is a payehological proo
era. Instanced have been reporteo
rry hunters of where 'coons would
'sap from the top of falling trees,
knowing that they Were
pursued by trait:red does, who woil:d
',tang around the stump 'lath'. they
eould scamper down the trunk of the
wee. But the rule is the other way.
"The point I am trying to mak•."
loncluded the observant citizen. "ta
hat the woods are Mied wit% 11,ese
seidencers which might gile the ace
elitists a clew to the reasoning meth.
Ids of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
Sonaonal Mange' In rate Colo• rat
Oorttal• Ilestrts and Died.
%staid, °evilly'.
A polar bear would not /tars a
ihance in stalking seals if it were
if • darker color. The only blaeli
spot about it is the tip of its nose
The sailor, who first landed on earl
ens unknown arctic shores and beta
stated that the bears tp.ed 'eke
them for seals, and begin to sisti
them at • considerable distance, lying
town flat on tneir bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pho-
tograph by' Mr. Gambler Bolten showy
the old polar bear at tbe too, and
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an it- hummock, 'rhea
they would get in, osier over to se*
.f the "seals" wets alarmed, and
wriggle oneagain. The sailors added
that they could always see the black
'nee when the bear got up near, and
towed that the bear put hie paw over
'ii, muzzle to hide it. The arcto
!oxen, the "blue" ha.., the ptarmigan,
-Tper and esiniee all suiciergo the mow
onal change to white by an identical
•srcieees, says the /sondem Spectator.
The hair or feathers, as the caret
nlght lee, lose color and turn white
:y ehat may almost be described as
.11 Instantaneous process. In the
'ores and birds the ohite comes is
stitches; but the speed of the color
hange is remarkable. There are
n'sny stories of people whose hair
ma turned white hens shock "in a
:Ingle night." Ju, (-,,g by the birds
..nd foxes, these stm-ea must he tret's
en ore ever sees the process of fad•
ng going on. The feather or emelt
If fur which was brown or so, y
z:ray suddenly whiteout. Yet DO 'le
has actually seen the color going.
The explanation neaaly given is that
t takes place by night. There Seems
no "half limy" tint tetween the white
'rid the original oolon
fa Out of the Rata.
The -rather -I as se Fried Jolts got
sdeensed to congress.
TAo Mother-Yes, it, a groat leo
%of. Ile has tried se imay ways al
*raise a lid% ma
"sr vow. -• 6111.1116""ttli
ITCH 04t.Lii—TRET -LOVA. TRH RE VING1 O ANLMAT411:
• Illarlilarf Pretense Thrust Is ln.dulgerd
In by Som• Y•ong People, la
Poensylea•la.
At Shamokin, Pa., eome queer eon-
toms have survived the march of prom-
teas among the Poles and Russians.
›ne of these observances Is "switch-
ing day." It is a favorite day for
osiahful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
nether than eloquence of tongue, cap-
tures the oelles of the community,
says an eastern exchange.
For days the man has been In train-
ing for the run of his life, while the
maids adjure corsets and rub lini-
ment on their kneecaps every night
ere wooing slumber. Finally the
morning of "awitoblitig day" arrives.
The man sees before hie/pall the maid-
ens of his village. He may take hie
pick. All he must do is to catch and
switch and dock with water the one
of his choice-the maid whom he
would have for hie wife. If she is
fleeter of foot than he and escapes
the in free If the man is beloved of
him quarry she seldom gets away,
though hie bee are glad In leaden
“Iihrttotting day" at Shamokin Is
Inater Sunday, when all the lade and
Isaacs of the country round shoat
gather at the tows for the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to run Is
accepted as a token that she Is not
averse to her pi:mimes. The youth's
start la aosepted as a proposal, and
oo matter what misfortune may be-
fall his quarry be mast provide-for her
all the days of his future life.
Pathetic Indeed was the illustration
of this fact in the case of Susan Man-
holt, who was by all odds the ham4
somest girt In the Russian colonise
for many miles about She was tad
and slender and her eyes WWII WM
blue. Sli• was crowned with gold=
hair, which grew in dainty ringlets
atom upon her bead. Mine Manbok
had more suitor. than the Nada se-
eept, and she was vary my. Pleat ad
toot, the maid had, since arriving M
a marriageable age, palmed one
"switching Is In safety without the
giving of her promise.
Elsa Manhole untie men on the ree
oent festival owner on had anoceetied
In outdistancing all her rammer%
Many were the races alte had ran, but
sever had s switch or a itels of webs,
tome withIn reaching distassi-a her
petite form. It was this at Andrew
dobinalcy, a shrewd men. Whip
bad purposely waited until Miss Mea-
ls* had become fatigued. gave ohms.
Off darted the staid, sad after be
sped the pureoer.
Eiowei the railroad truth they
mashed all unheeding. So excited
were both contestants-the man rem
&log for • wife, the 04 for liberty-
that the approsiesh of a train wee Mi.
eoticsed The engine tooted shrilly
sad at its bleed Mies Manbok.
righted. Mumbled and fell upon the
rail. Both of her leg's were out ad
below the knees, but the dootore 
she will live. And Eobinaky, regard'
lees of her being a cripple, deetl.tv"•0
that he will keep bee 'e'er-het- *es wed
her lust as soon zble to
leave the nurse's care
LOVE BALLS IN SRAN STATES.
tratqlse and tutors's/leg DI V* 1P1104011
Azusa Yeasts Yolks In Mi-
ners P nagrfro.
Fred W. Carey has recently hew
traveling through an almost ooknowe
part of the Chinese Shan states., which
lie between China propet and Burnish,
Is the account of his tourney, whisk
he recently read before the Royal
Geographical society, he spoke most
favorably of the women of the omit
try, though his opinion of the men is
not as flattering, soya the New York
hum
In their fame sod figure, he mon
these Shame resemble the Japanese
and 'the women are, to say the least.
just as unconventional and fascinating.
There the resemblance ends. The me
are lazy, good-for-nothing fellows, who
sever work unless they are absolutely
ebliged to do so. The women toil dot-
big the summer in the rho fields sad
spend their time when at home is
weaving cloth and in household du-
ties. They wear a very pretty eos.
turn.. including • king white petit
stoat, which is much more becomileg
than the ugly misshapen trousers of
the Chimes, woes en.
Ii r. Carey describes a diversion of
the young people which very mush In-
terested him. As he passed through
the villages the girls aften provided
themselves with cotton seed bans,
which they call love balls, and many
times he wee pelted with these lots
toisailes. He says they were of ominse
sot Intended to convey any message
to him, but at the fortietties whia
take place during New Year's these
solored bans have a very Important
part to plats. On these ocsasions noth-
ing could be more significant to a
roung men, for she is very careful to
throw it only to the particular young
%an whom she would Mr: to marry.
Thus she expresses hey preferences for
ems or another of the swains. If the
young man catches the ball, the fast
La a curs indicatioa that he wishes
to wed the girl, and the engagnmaas
might as well be announced at csea
But If be misses the ban, the face Is
&elates that he *0•11 not recipreeseite
the affection the maiden desires tit
riy. him. ILIA 0,P moos end a tower
elsewhere. At ed ot her times the game
is simply a mode of flirtation, when
the maiden or man who falls to catch
the ban most pay a toirfelt be the
direness.,
omelet Cherie.
The teeeen's footmen wear wigs
whieli have eight rowed)t curls, where
as the** of the prince of Wales are aA
lowed omen rim% and those of the
bed slim", of !pada* ars gives salA,
Ifkla Unpleasant seattmest Sumo Is
Se Well Devetareet tat demo
of Them.
A number of authentic anecdotes
have been collected by Le Tour du
Monde to illustrate the fact that the
Sentiment of revenge is very well de.
?eloped in some animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for example
have long memories se) on they are
subjected to treatmetii taut ffurta
their feelings. CapL dhippe, of the
French army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
given an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain had almost forgotten the inci-
dent when ire next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him: but the
elephant, recognizing the practical
joker. suddenly absorbed • quantity
of dirty water from a puddle near-by
and diffused it over the officer's uni-
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephaute at the siege
of Burtpore. Water was scaroe and
in great demand, which gave unusual
_value to a well that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant and
It. driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pail of water, a very
large and strong elephant seised the
pail and drank the water. The smallas
elephant, conscious of his Inferior
strength, showed no resentment bet
bided his time. One day he aii‘% his
enemy standing broadside by me well.
The little fellow suddenly rushed for-
ward with all the energy at his com-
mand, butted the big one on the side
and tumtpled him over into the well.
An Indian missionary tells of an Ins
discreet person whom he saw teasiug
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
• pin and then feeding him with let-
tuce salad which no elephant has an
use for. The animal was rather slow
In anger and he bad not fully decided
to be mad till • half hour bad elapsed,
whoa., he suddenly seized the man's hat
trots his head, tore it into Outdo and
Sung the fragments into the face of
Its tormentor.
A British tnagasin• told, awhile
ado, of,, a milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller canines, as ha
was a fighter and never missed a
aliases to mix up in a row. Most of
_lie dogs in .the _ neighborhood. bora --
sears --as evidence of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them could match
him in a fight. The idea finally oo.
'erred to them, however, that there
Is strength In ugion, and so one Werke
about a dozen of them went to the
home of the tormentor and thrashed
kim within an Inch of his life_ The
milkman found next morning that his
dog was nearly deed from the womide
trifileted. When he recovered froio the
scrimmage he was- *changed dog, hav-
ing wholly lost hill taste for fightleg.
Sir Andrew Smith. a ,
Darwinth•t one day he saw a tame
baboon in South Africa bespatter with
mud an efficer, who, all spick and epee, '•
was on his way to psi rde. The onto..
had frequently teased the assignee
',shah took this effective mean• of re-
TelbOra. Parrots also are among the
animals that do sot soon forget per-
pose who tease or trsoltr.. them.
They mussily find atone tu give
some enpleasent Mon.,nte to thew,
who are unkind to them.
STARI SO! 72ADL
• m.414.3 of Me Ortgleal Praetor, Ire
B. Plaited on PilitbtrIea to leer
tea Leather litzposittram
There .• to be a shoe said 'rattles
expositlea in Boston, which (mutter
!fell to be the *hist market for bouts
end shoes in the United States sad
sue feature of it is to he a repr..due
lion of the orifirtnel shoe rectesey
the United States, says ehe Nets If 'eh
For many ream after time settle,
ment of the American colonies no at-
tempt was made to cnanufaren re
boots and shoes for the market, foot-
wear being imported from England'
amid France. This was a period ot
haod-made short rtelusts•13, ai.d me
towns large enouch no hare a local
shoemaker, be supplied all the needs.
of the Inhabitants towns sot-
Large entomb to sustain a village cob.
tier a traveling shoemaker went f rota
,oesoe to place, stoppiag a day o a.-
week at each.
Flo far se la known, the mos „nog,
factory his Massachusetts was situ-
ated In Drovers, not far from the
historic house in which Gen. Porter.
of revolvetIonary (tame, ws• born A.
early as !Teti veriona %hot-snake:es were-
at work currying. cutting anti etas-
mak!ng at the original facto., in.
Danvere.
The original shoe factory •f Dam-
were can, It Is said, he reprodneedl
Walkout undo' expense, and as the
hoot and shoe interest in Neseasehn-
wee* is now not only well eel hlishett
hat enjoying an anuelial asionot of
commercial prosperity, with a larger
foreign market than it roar had be
tore, It Is thonght protaahle that this
exhibition will be repreeentative im
many reepeet a.
The chief countries to which Ames-
lean those are sent are Anstretia.
itngls.nd, the West Indies, Cap. Tows,
dello° and Canada.
Slew to layout.
The men who e-ta the most out of
tife is the one who ha steeds, t000tod
op, whc: le deterinIned that everything
be does, every investm•nt he makes,
-shall leave him a little higher up, a
ittle further on. To leera therefore,
how to spend for the higher face:tier
instead or the lower, so that the maul
qualities. rather than the snismal, niaa
be developed, is • problem that eon
trouts In.-Success.
Many Seam 1111•14
To's will fine a gifod thony uses WI
1114611, of wham you did not •.140.31,

































































































































































































































Extremely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway front
points on its lines for the followting
special occasions:
Athens, Ga.—Summer school, June
37,—July 28, 1905.
Knoxville, Tenn.—Summer school,
'June go—July 28, 1905.
Monteagle, Tenn.—Montee Bible
e Training school, July 3—Aug. 15, 1905
Monteagle, Tenn.—Woman's con-
gm* Aug. I-15, 1905.
Na‘hrille, Tenn.—Peabody college,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
institute, June 14—Aug. 9, 1905.
Oxford, Miss.—Summer school,
University of Mississippi, June 14—
Aug. 9, 1905.
Richmond, Va.--Farmers' National
•congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer school
for teachers, June 16—July 28, 1905.
Rates for .the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sokl to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of conitecting Ines
en- by addeesaing the undersigned.
glilt‘ T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Waeh-
ington, D. C.
C. -H HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Louisvige, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Loots, ILO.
•




too Room Hotel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING. AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
.5 RAILROADS.




If you want your clo:hes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose. 329 South Third street. I have
the nicest lint of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
• E. H. PURVEAR,
I I TOHNEY-AT-LAW,
ooms 5 and. 6 Register Build*"







EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT





S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst
sos South Third Street.
Residence over store
Both Phones 'to —Prices Reasonable
i_10%a 
Dr. 13. T. Hail
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
120 North Fifth. Both Phonies 3ss.
Residence tier Clay. Old oboes sip
AMR
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones 240 at residence. Office hours
7 to 9*. 111.; 1 to 3 p. m.: 7 tOg p.
A. S. DABNEY,







Rooms r, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Bromaway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 3r.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Metre.
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture on
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
215 to 219 South Third St
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEY.AT"LAW.










Ropm.„ so, Is Slid is, Colurnbi
Mak&
padueux • Kentucky-
.J. C. Flosruov Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Rooms ati and 21S, Fraternity BM
Will practit? sl: Poona of Ky.
sad 1.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phrases 355
Office Houton 8 to to a. in., i to 3
p. M. and 7 to g p. in.





Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, Kertioucky.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 'so NORTH FIFTH
. TELEPHONES
Residence 996 Office au





J. V. GRIEF, MGR




Both Phones 693.—Rooms 503 and ets•
Fraternity Building.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building:—
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.




Room No. 5, Columbia Building
DEAL'S barni duo
Phone, 1,36-red.
loc a Week for The Register.
RV TO*?. MORGAN.
There is a wreck down at Spooftern
house—a wreck that was formerly a piece
of blithe manhood, with a marked tendency
to talk and a wen on his head. The wreck
la question used to be saluted by his creel.
(tors as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, to the Mikes*
octave,' now is sorrow and woe is large
Quaatities and • dilapidated bureau la re
warkably small pieces.
Tn• bureau in question arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner used to proudly an
seri. Unfeeling neighbors used to some
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appearance of having come in the Ark
But neighbors will carp and let their hogs
tun through your cabbege-patch in wile
and bristly freedom, so ice will take thee
uteers at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau cams there was not the
oubject that worried Spooner just heists
the pall of darkness and bumps settled over
the happy home. How to. get. it away was
what agitated his mind.
Spooner's mile daughter, Cydonia., had,
it least, been so fortunate as to sorrel a
fearless being, who made her his wife—and
the was Cyclonia Spooner no longer. It
Is not the purpose of the writer to die
tribute the idea that, but for this time
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
have become more altitudinom. Far iron.
it! She simply ceased, as a Spooner, te
make the menu at three daily repasts look
sa if attacked by an itinerant eat, and to re-
mark plaintively that woman's mission or
earth was not clearly defined around th•
edges.
Nov that their dmighter had succeeded
In committing matrimony in the firs,
degree, Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved tc
do the proper and appropriate thing. Aftet
much Cm:Steiner thought, they decided to
present her the meted bureau, aroune
which clustered such hallowed associatnins,
Int. those Indigenous to an old buffalo
robe.
The seared bureau was located in the
mecoad story of the Spooner domicile, is
the "spare" bedroom! How to rat it down
gain was the question.
The time, several years before, sties
Seaga, the drayman, had ranted the pop
limits piece of furniture te) the seriond•
story window, by means of much rope and
profanity, was still fresh in Spoonei's mind.
He remembered that Jaime had mown/red
the bureau, which was an enormous!" de.
+eloped affair and teen ha/ measured the
stairway.
"Too wide for the stairs," wee Jags? woe
diet.
Se without any more fess he had pro
seeded to haul it up the side of the hems
and introduce it through a window.
But Spooner considers himself • peer
Iii. way of eoncentrated think, to any two
legged drarnan that ever wore • hairy hoe
ror for a beard and charge 40 pieces of
envoy for carrying • 60-sent trunk tire
blocks. He knew, without measuring, that
the stain were wide enough for the de-
mise. Single-handed and alone be attacked
the lugubrious piece of fermiers in its own
festive spare bedroom.
By dint of much pulling and an meal
amount of healing, lie succeeded in wrest-
les it to the head of the stairway, in (pit*
of the tact that it seemed continually o.
seek its etas into. the floor,. in a deter
mined effort to resist the departure.
Getting ahead, he carefully lowered the
bureau toward hi:mielf. The operation was
only marred by the trifling accident of am
the drawers shooting out at me and the
same time, and ell but the last osie bare
lag SON portion of Spooster's person m
they fell, a wooden shower, upon him., and
landed below in the log" of the stab.





from the regular 
nd lit, wrong side up, on Spooner's
v cinder 
last shoulders and bowed head. His held
so the Mayflower heirloom slipped and the
muted pimp fell 4orward Poe* him. the
Klee striking lahn axes* hth the chin
Down they went, with a the ensitwasat
sad celerity that attend the pusses ad
lam, rushing frantically down the eorridon
of thee.
Spooner was a trin in advance of the
bureau when both arr.red in the "tog" of
the stairway.
The &ewers wiitch k A aerie thaie4biboap
• few seconds bef re. lay hi • confused heap,
with all possible corners upward to wel
seine the no.. hilarious Spooner.
He Lando; ea al; these corners and aee.
wal more that seemed to put in an appear.
ince for that occasion only, and the ea-
anent and vindictive bureau Mood maws
p on its head os his quivering eorpermeity.
A wild, sniffled yell, se sharp yet so vol.
untnous that It startled the beta out of tbe
ebininey and brought Mrs. Spooner to the
Sot of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bureau!" she shrieked.
'Wiest, oh! what has happeeed to it r
Promptly • faint voice piped up from the
oottom of the pile where Spooner was do
lig • eontortion set beneath the bureau:
"The precious bareau is uninjured as
mt." it said, "bin I am mortally woued
vi by this caLinetmade demon!"
Frightened at the awful condition of hie
souse, buried beneath a mountain of re-
'toneless furniture and with ne ineerance
at hie life, Mrs. Spomer ran fee anew
fore. Presently she rist%irned with aeigh.
'or Kilian Sy his strong arm, the wreck
4 manhood was drawn from beneath the
till 'exultant heirloom of the Roundhead.
Another measuremeet was instituted. mei
foemer derision of Jaggs, the araemen,
was "'indicated. The isureau would go no
nether clown the "jog," for the etatrisay
was me.,11 narrower iron there down.
Without • word, but with a terrible dark.
slue resolve depicted on his con%  nil
'Mama and nose 'event inches out ea me
numb, Spooner, assisted by Kilter, set tie
work to forest the kireau up to the top
4 the .ialre again. This they socoseded
a acoe..plishing, in spite of the Puritanical
asistat. e of that etubborn orthodox ahem
• drawers.
Then Spooner roll* It ever, and over,
atcl, with the neien aid, he belaand
t • 'moinent on the e- ndowsill.
With a smile of al nose fiendish joy and
t spasmodic hitch to his pantaloons, slow
y. slipping away treat the clutches of hi
-ne -ear suspender batten, Spooner pushed
the bureau, now thoroughty frightened., out-
ward, and it herd d through the air like
sh• flight of a beam- nobbed meteor. With
erash, It landed on the stone-dooretep,
we stories below. nd was nothing but a
"reek of its farmer erandeur.
Col. Wiedyeaseen valuable dog, of the
smelt-legged persuasion, had, but a too-
sent before, been • aswing an overshoe
*a the door.tee Now ha lay under the
rureau—only a ermine recollection, • hoary
treseaspert.
Cyclenia got no 'redline present from her
earents; Spooner got nothing but • shot°,
imortment of bumps and abrasions ANS
hal for $5, mid to be the ranee \al the
ate dot. To all of which h. objurgated
ne such pesituresque phrase that he ewes •
ilturch trial in the near distance.
Miserable. Menai dpoiseerl--Geseil LI
Sew Torts Hunters °Mira( Se Pay
0000 Car a Dees Qualms
on a Rig farm.
John Hendrickson, a breeder of
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
en the Cochecton turnpike from
White Laice to Newburg, N. Y., ra
gently found four of his finest young
• ,n the field, all riddled with
eharg. • of buck-,hoi, which had en
tiered he bodies lust be"iteet s','
leg.
Nelehtesre rep( eted hat h Colt, rs
from Ness York, who bad ',ern afar
tag at White Lake, had passed over
bin farm in quest or partridge, and
that saint& had been heard in the
ricinity'of the field where the cattle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounde that
killed them that they bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
their delicately formed limbs. He
was seized ,with the idea that they
had been mistaken for deer by the
annters.
Hendrickson ...ant to White Lake,
out found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He ascertained
their names and addressee in New
rnric and after considerable difficulty
.ocate.d them. Ha has Past teturned
after seeing them, and as a result
of his visit he la $500 riches than
when he went is the city.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
frank Clawrsea. et Atlanta. TT', Over%
seaa.• seemingly Inssooaesat-
able Diflisultles.
Atlanta, a small Iowa south of
Bloomington, Ill., has In Prank Claw-
son a fiddler whose chief bid for
fame lies in the fact that be is with-
out hands. Clawson haa been • per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his skill was such that he was In
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
years ago he warn caught in a bliz-
card and both bands were so badly
frozen that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that .11,12 ad-
dling days were over, the old instru-
ment was laid away by the owner.
The old-time longing to bring out
music became to strong to be re-
stated, and be isonoeived the unique
idea of playlet without hands. Ile
made a contrivance out of heavy
wee, which enabled him to wield the
now. Th• matter of fingering was
more difficult, but by herd practices
he trained the stamp of his lett band
Se make the neoeasary shifts frost
es* string to another, and from po
sltion to position. With the fiddle
held in plane by his chin and kn.-es
and with the help of hie finne,
WM*. Chr1.1100 in k to pia)
aearly as much ea Meta as for ,y,
A YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
▪ 011triotwo, et Iowa Palls, Ia.
Maims the Wooer& Ism Ike
Barth west
--
A grandmother t9 lathe record of
Yrs. James P. Caristott, of Iowa Tails,
Ia., who olefins the distinction of being
the youngest grandmother in the •s.
tire northweet. She to limping to be •
greet-grandmother by the tim• eh..
I. U.
Mr and Mrs. Carleton were ill a 7--
fled in Ohio le ye•rs ago, Mrs. Cerletos
being only 11 years old when she wse
wooed, won and ied to the altar by het
youthful rehoolms.te. Leas than tws
rears later, when oily 13 years of are
the became a mother. Tim tendency
toward tarty ma Trio gee in to. Cariewa
lamily was transtrrtted to the daugb
ter, and two ye•re ego, at th• age of le,
the was married. Last week she be-
came a mother.
Until reef ntly Jantes P. Carleton was
postmaster at Iowa Falls, but • few
msethir age he and his wife removed to
St. Paul. Minn., where their daughter
and grandchild reside.
Illseeteeut for Ileasiltiag be tioure.
A promising movement has been
darted in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The Idea orlg
Meted with Dr. R. E. Jones. of Web-
mond, and several prominent and
wealthy Degrees are associated with
him. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will be established near
Richmond Meta of ten acres each
will he laid off and upon each will
be erected a fo 1e-roomed hgeshin
at antique style Theme plots will be
sold on easy Instainuents plans tie
nerrosee anxious to better them
selves. They will be given praotinal
and orrtematio instruction in farm-
ing, an ersperienced expert from the
institute at Hampton being engaged
as Instructor.
Pins a Prodligtene Tunnel.
A bold, remarkable project Is ree
etiviag attention among Ruaelisn en-
goneers it I. proposed to constrict
▪ tunnel under the main ohain of the
Caucasus mountains from • point et
tattoo south of Vladikavkaa. The tart-
est will be U miles long and cost
$76.000,000. As soon as th• 'Pans-s!.
bertan railway 1. finished, It is be-
ttered, this Caucasian tunnel, which
luta the warm support of the er•r
will be oominesoed. Prom a milltar.
and siotemeret•1 point of view tee
work will be el evert importance es
dm only Creel rommunication al..,
trane-Cocioaala front southern Russia
In by an cardtneare reed tress Vhaelline
ethos to Idfile.
Selhoots La Osilsa,
A year age there wore LOSS pulsate
lialhesole inOath* will 115,000 ehildree•
illenir *wes.wd liketta• esismal Shia
drunk sad saw amiss& ass bay
_
Kai CULTURE PLANS
Secretary Wilson to Encourage De.
vslopment of the Industry.
IrMat Ask Congress tar 510,000 few the
Pisrpeee et Prelims/easy Ieest and
Icavestiaatioa et What Can Be
Dana la United States.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
if agriculture, is determined to re
rive interest in the cultivation of silk
worms •nd mulberry trete lii tht
United States, and the sum of 510,000
which he has asked ooragreas to give
him to develop silk culture in tht
United States for a preliminary test
and investigation, will be spent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman in the country who has some
spare time for the work in the planting
of mulberry trees and the care of silk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for Is
granted Secretary Wilson will turn hit
attention first to the :pout h, on ace° uu
et tholarge amount of cheap lahoi
to be procured there. If the results
La the south are at all satisfectoe3
1 a the men, women and even th.
children will be appealed no by the gor
ernment to lend a hand in establishing
a new industry.
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of silk culture. The snerk
I,. about all done in the spring, h
my plans carry, by next spring every
member of congress will have at bil
disposal 60 mulberry trees to be given
away to his cionstituents. I think it
likely that I shall call upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tnskegee, Ala. He is ready there
I. take hold of the experiment and
to much in a short time in educating
the people insilk culture.
"Bo far as I am concerned, I know
silk culture can be made a success im
Ibis country. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar industry
would be a success, but it is a success,
a.nd the total yield this year will be
800,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing exoellent tea plants in this pouts-
try to-clay and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way—
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
upon the leaves. The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obslacle, and be its
mediately improves almost any Idea
or industry he imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
liaellsw tie  ort Dawall 01011•0
•mertran Moury ter Use in
Om Island.
Authority for the conversion of all
flawalian silver coins into correspond-
ing come of the United States and for
the immigration of a limited number of
Ciliates laborers conditioned upon
their enraging in agricultural purruita
'rely daring their residence in the ter-
ritory sad tiselr return to their own
eoun try wpm ceasing to be farmers are
the chief recommendations of H. IL
Cooper, acting governor of Hawaii, in
his annual repo -t.
Irhe proeperity of the islands, accord-
ing to the acting governor. depends on
the successful and economical produe-
Mon of sugar. '"The employment of
Chinese and Japanese by the planters,"
he ways, "never has end never will In-
terfere with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained it
means millions of dollars spent for m a-
ahinery, building materials, toola, steel
and iron and other suppliea of Ameri-
awn manufacture:*
New Jersey's Pare Feed Law.
What is said to be the strictest pure
food law in the United States has just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the office of state dairy cons
aniesioner has been abolished and his
duties have come under those of the
thief food inspect ,r. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
ean come into use for human con-
sumption ae food or drink is included
under the law. The inspection will
even take in canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
eke is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unfit for ha.
wan food.
Disprove. Kee\ Theory.
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu
toted with germs by Dr. George D
Barney, of Brooklyn, several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now cer-
tain that he has die-proved Dr. Koch's
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
municable. Dr. Barney said last
sight that he had no dotibt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prore beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr
Koch'. theory.
Prisoners Is lirtlisk ladle's Jails.
No fewer than 587,884 prisoners
were in the prisons of British India
In 189a 1900—an increase of 91,064
over the number for 1891. Of this
huge total only 14 555 were females,
Which I. a smaller proportion thee
to western countries.
Gift of a itrilliro. en
A new form of benefaction to •
New England town Is that taken la
the gift Prune o Schell. of hire
York. wbo hee gives JO • 's
boos. a las../ex but tee
IVONDIRZUL BRAIN WORK.
IReavy Tax Upon the alai
Clerks In th• Cults,* States
Hallway Pestal
Millions of people are 'corn Nei ni
sowadays of being taxedl huuacadity,
but 80 army of filen empioy
of Uncle Sam are burdeuro with •
tnental practice unheard of, as re-
gards extent, in any other ene-ntry of
the world. Things that i. .allway
postal clerk must rentemhe, awe ite
ertased in much vulume l,k.i o. i would
•-very coil of his lirai• would
tie 111cc wjht the turn" of 7, 4 olEce
railwa; corinecticn. e won-
ter is t. at the clerk's mind does not
falter under the pressure. Despite
these facts cases of insanity among
thre class of pablic servants are rare,
says the Chicego Record-Herald.
One Chicago postal clerk main t et
for several years a record of 21.000
cards (which take the place of tattoos
n examinations) with an average tier
cent. of correct distribution of a Dele-
tion over 99 per -'eat. Ile kuevv how UV
reach that meny offices in beet. el
states by the shuittl•t, quickest rine _
and he knew the correct loeutioo
each office in its state.
A clerk on the New York ard Chi-
cago railway post office mus: kro.w -
the correct location of every. pest of'
flee in a group of states made up of
lows„ Wisconsin, I ndia ea.
Minnesota, &Jinn Dakota bi d Ne-
braska. In these seven states there
are 12,317 poet offces. Net only is this
clerk required to be "up" on the p n-
en') scheme, which means the correct
location of the poet offices in viten
state. but be must know how to reach
the whole 12,000 poet offices from one
or more stations.
A clerk runnioe bet wren Chicago
and Minneapolis unuerwent nn fewer
than 78 examinations in 15 yenrie
learning 13.306 offices 4n 15 different,
sections of the United States. in,
some of the es.aminations he was re-
quired to make s Chicago city distri-
bution, which means that while run-
ning over the country at the rate of a
mile a minute he must distribute let-
ters to the carriers of the Chicago de-
livery. He must know not only where
every public building and leading mein
mintile house is located, but also how
to divide the nqmbers on a parties--
lar street so that be can "tie out" his
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
:ng to the route of the latter. This
same clerk made 13 examinations in
I.en months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .89 per cent. In 30
examinations he came out of nine of
them with • clear 100 per bent. each.
Think of such a task, taking into
consideration the puzzling similarity
of names that are used to deeignats
post offices! Thee, too, must be con-
sidered the fact slat there are hun-
dreds of cases wLere in each state is
• post office of the same name. For
instance, in the states named above
there are five post offices named Ham-
ilton, st.,x Grants, four Garfield', four
Geneva/I, four Smithvilles. four Spar-
tan and five Jeffersons, and so on.
in some instances there is a post of-
fice of the same name in each of he
seven stat•i. As one may imagine.




/951 er of (I,' Cs* Tribe- how
Hari to Find.
From a story in St. Nicholas we
slip this description of the o1d.time
Illonntain /ion:
There was a time when the Ants-ri-
pen mountain lion was ome of the
most formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
ano me flUTe PI MIMI ;11.11 was ewe Om i.e
most terribly armed aod powerful of
tbe cat ramiiy. it was a compact
mess of hard and tough muscle end
grietle, with bones of iron, strong
Jews, sharp teeti., and claws like
steel penknife-blades. It was
prodigiously strong, lithe, and quiek,
covered v-ith a mail-coat of loose skin
that was as tough as leather.- It had.
tho temper of a demon, and was In-
satiably bloadthirety. Withal, it had
the proverbial nine lives of the cat
tribe.
Against such an animal it was
hopeless to match dogs. It was said,
In the school-books of 40 rears nen,
that "three British mastiffe can pull
flown a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; but they would have
been sorry of they had tackled a full-
grown American mountain lion of
that time. He was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if he had
beer. "yelled down," that was exactly
the position in which he fought beet.
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided by hie terrible teeth,
and a body so stung that it could
not be held in any position—well,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was most "up."
He once was found in all the Rocky
Mountain regions, from the Jaguar.
haunted tropical forests of the ex-
treme south to the home of the
northern -.winter blizzard; but he at-
tained his greatest size and ferocity.
on the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arizona.
These animals are no longer what
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot bo,,e to fine soy of the
old-time power er ferocity.
011pplase too Royal Rosales.
As his children attained the age of
ten King Edward had everything .•.in-
serning them which appeared in the
newspapers pasted into albums. and
these Were haneled ovr'r to them when
they reached years of discretion. The
prince of Wslea, however, began at the
beginning, and each of his children
fhas a volumeif -,newspaper cuttings
1 eating from • day of Iskth.—Cils





 AlMIN.Are You Billious?
Have you that tired, worn-out feel-
ing? Do you have blind or dizzy
spells? Do you have shooting pains
in the head, back, arms and legs? Is
your appetite bad? If you have these
symptoms you need a
Bile Capsule
The price is 5 cents each. This
week they cost you nothing. Their
value to you cannot be estimated be-
cause they may save you a long spell
of illness, or even your life. The




Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. x80.




FOR RENT — Two • furnished
%toms sit ft: South 'Third street.
. WANTED—To rent a furnished
.41qese,... Address L., care Register.
STRAYED—One da: k mare mule,
14 hands high. Reward paid for de-
's: solOyery to A, M. Laevison & Co.
' FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
POSZTION WANTED—By nice
ifiejecar old White girl, doing house-
work. Address. L. R., this office.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recep-
tion hall, hOt and cold water, mil
out builithigs, nice, yard witlh
trees. Wil fell on terms to suit Ar-
c/laser. Pnee reasonable. ApOlf`at
oa4 North Seventh street. Alison
phone No. 6eo.
Saturday Morning, July 29, 9o5.
111•11•., 
LOCAL NEWS
—Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williamson,
-4 4 ". ".• of Rowlandeosien, have a new girl.
—Machinist Thomas flossier, of
the I. C., has a new boy baby.
—Traveling Engineer B. J. Feeney
of the I. C., is able to leave the rail-
road hospital, where he has OT
several days on account of a s
ankle.
Takes New Position.
Mr. Cliff Miller ha, accepted a po-
sition with the B. Weille 'establish-
ment and taken up his duties. He is
one of the best and most energetic
young salesmen of the city and a
good acquisition to the house
.• 
Just's Barbershop.
During the time of rebuilding of
-my okl shop at 117 North Fourth
-streets I will have all my old crew at
525 Broadway, next door to The Reg-
ister office. All patrons are requested




Bardwell, Ky., July 28.—Arthur
Boyd, colcoed, of Mayfield, and
Clarence Mk-Murray, colored, of Ful-
ton, are in the jail at Bardwel.1 charg-
ed with robbery. They were arrest-
ed at Fulton and brought to Bard-
Boyd stsbbed Bill Ckirk, the negro
who was ehot at this place Saturday.
%Ai 1 e the latter was lying in the de-
pot in a serni-conecious• condition.
Boyd claimed to be a cousin of
(lark's, and in the presence of fif-
teen or twenty men he deliberately
walked in, removed the timepiece
Irons the dying man's pocket and dis-
appeared. iBoyd is a desperate char-
acter and has been shot on various
-occasions.
McMurray lives at Fulton and has
served one term in the state peni-
tentiary. He is charged with rob-
bing Jack Martin, the young white
/man who was held up on a freight
train north of Bardwell last week
and robbed of $15 and a gold watch.
HOCH DIDN'T HANG;
. SAVED AT LAST MOMENT
fahicsago, Poly 2g.—This was the
'say for execution of Johann Hoch,
the bigamist and wife murderer, but
at the last moment he secured an
appeal of his case and was granted
a reprieve by Gov. Deneen. A wo-
man put up the money necessary for
the appeal Hoeft'', attorney will make.
In twin Snore Ho"' would have been
hanged, Preparations were being
completed: and the convicted man
bed already dressed for the grave.
When,.jaformeti of the stay of execu-
tion he sa he couldn't and wouldn't
ever be ha d.
Personal Mention
Editor W. I. Clarke, of Smithland,
is in the city on business.
Mr. R. Ish MOClure, of Lexington,
Ky., is visiting his brother, Mr.'
Houston McClure.
'Mr. Thomas Wheelis leaves today
for Tyler, Texas, to join a repertoire
theathrical company as stage carpen-
ter.
'Revc. W. P. Hamilton, of tte
Woodville Methodist church, was in
the city yesterday.
Mir. Overton Brooks. is here from
Chicago to spend his vacation with
his parents, Dr. and Mrs. J. G.
Brooks. He is there studying medi-
cine.
hli-s Ruth Wilstach has gone to
Lafayette, Ind., to visit her grand-
mother. Mrs. R. E. Wilstach.
Mr. Edwas rd Atkinson, the drum-
mer, went to Cairo again last night.
Mr. Simon Michelson has gone to
Cairo for a ten days' visit, preparing
to enter business there. ,
Miss Nellie Gockel will return to-
day from a very pleasant visit in Gol-
conda, Ill.
Mr. David Flournoy- and wife re-
turned from Jackson, Tcnn., yestier-
day.
Miss Ruth Oachran, of Mayfield,
has returned home after visiting here.
Me. James Quinn has gone to Daw-
son to recreate.
Mr. Carl Fau-t has returned from
a trip to Chicago.
Captain George 0. Hart returned
yesterday from Mayfield.
Secretary D. W. Coons, of the Corn
mercial club, returns tomorrow from
a trip to Tennessee.
Misses Vera Johnson and Carrie
Griffith return today from attending
a house party at Cobb, Ky.
Mrs. Laura Fowk-r, Mrs. Birdie
Campbell and 'Master John Campbell
have gone to South Haven. Mich.,
for a sojcaust of several weeks.
Lawyer Thomas Crice atid family
have returned from visiting ;n Bar-
low.
Mr. G. F. Buchanan went yester-
day to Kuttawa to join a fishing par-
ty for a several days' outing
Mrs. Minnie D. Perkins. of Eldora-
do, Texas, went to Daween yesterday
rs visiting Mr& Richard .Calissi.
bet K.-Stint and grandson,
Reclaimed Scott, w.ets. to Dawson yes-
terday.
. Pratt Kennedy, the printer, has
gone to Birmingham, Ala., to locate.
Miss Mary Kerr, of Dyersburg.
Tenn., has returned home after visit-
vie Mrs. R. B. Phillips.
. Frank Rieke has gone to Graf-
ton, IN., after the new electrically-
pnopelled boat be recently bought. It
is called an l'autoboat."
Dr. J E. Woelfle and family have
returnee from visiting in Grand
Chain, Ill.
Mrs. Anna Belle Sebree returned
from I ' wson last evening.
Mr. G. Martin, of Columbia,
Tenn., sent to Henderson yesterday
after v hting Mr. James Langstaff.
Mr. Rudy Kirk, of Louisville, re-
turned home this morning after vis-
iting M. Willie Rudy.
Mrs. Amos Cress, of Littbeville, has
returned from West Baden, Ind.
Postoffice Clerk Jamie Paxton is
visiting near Clarksville, Tenn.
Mrs. H. U. Upton and daughter,
of New Orlears, are visiting Mrs.
Dr. Murrell.
Mr. Joseph Waters and wife have
gone to Jeffersonville. Ind. where
they were called by the death of the
latter's sister.
Captain John Webb returned from
Fulton yesterday.
W. J. Sheridan, of Halls,
Tenn., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
John Dean.
Misses Mabel Berry and Emma
Mayer went to Golconda yesterday
to visit.
Mrs. I.aura Birch, of Louisville, is
visiting here.
Mr. Frank Grief is here front Chi-
cago for a visit.
Mhos Ruby Crutchfield, of May-
field, is visiting her aunt, !qrs. Bet-
tie Jones, of Washington street.
Mrs. Elizabeth Austin has gone to
South Haven, Mich.
Mrs. Frank Schmidtt, who has been
visiting in Henderson, has gone to
Howell, Ind, for a stay. She has
been visiting Mrs. John Youngecker,
of Henderson.
Conductor Wm. Beadles, of the
South, is visiting relatives here.
COLLEGE COMMITTEE.
Meeting Be Held This Afternoon at
Office of C. K. Wheeler.
Chairman Harry Rhodes, of the
committee handling the Methodigt
college project, has called a meeting,
for this afternoon at 4 o'clock at the
office of Charley Wheeler in the Fra-
ternity building, for the purpose of
discussing the ways and means of
progressing in getting options on
sites and pushing their claims upon
the Sneed estate truStees who have
charge of selecting the city wherein
the contemplated iratitution will be
stationed.
Fireman Injured.
Fireman R. H. Long, of the I. C..
is laid up with severe bruises to his
hip, caused by stepping into the open
hole in the water tank part of his en-
gine. The cap had been left off the
hole and he stepped into same, hurt-
ing his hip.
IOC a Week for The Register.
TODAY 
II;FigLAST Wolft's Special Sale
T o fl OFF our regular Plain Marked pricesFor Cash Only
Ter Cent P U Before moving back in our own newbuilding, 327 BROADWAY, we have decided to sacrifice our stock, tokeep from moving, and at the same time make room for our immenseFall and Holiday stock which will arrive September 1st.
J. L WOLFF, Jeweler, TIMPORARILY Rita BUILDING,318 BROADWAY.
Educational Board
HOLDS ITS REGULAR AUGUST
SESSION TO ACCOMMO-
DATE Mh. LIEB.
Board Votes to Not Employ Married
White Female Teachers, Cre-
ating a Vacancy.
'In order that Superintendent C. M.
Lieb, of the public sebools, could get
away within the next day-sor two for
his vacation in the Ozark mountains
of Arkansas, the board of education
last evening at the Washington build-
ing assembly rooms on West Broad-
way, held the regular August meet-
ing which woukt have come off the
next Tuesday, the state session oc-
curring the first Tuesday in each
month. Those present at the as-
sembly were Trustees Williameon,
Pitcher, Morrison, Sutherland, Fet-
ter, Davis, Walston, Gellman and
Bacon. This left the absentees Far-
ley, Troutman and Mattison.
Superintendent Lief) acqtninted the
board with els fact that he had not
yet completed Ina annual report,
which is doe at the August session,
but that he would have twelves copies
of same made right away and fur-
nished to each trustee so they conk!
look over it and see what had been
aeshoirolisbed at the er-hools during
the past scholastic year. Touching
upon the first summer normal school
ever held, and winch bas,ialst come
to a close, the superintendent said it
was a huge success, even surpassing
their expectations, especially in point
of attendance, there being 32 there
for the studies.. .• After -1the• eniernal
closed tie 'held an examination of the
teachers to see what 'progress they
had made during their six weeks; in-
struction, and found much good ef-
fected, judging front the examination
percentages made Regarding the,
regular examination made of all
school teachers not before tested, he
reported it came on the fourth,Thms-
day of next month, and asked that it
be postponed until the fifth Thurs-
day, which is the last day of the
month, and also include September 1.
Those teaoherte from afar selected for
service in the local schools next year
wilt have to take the examination.
and if compelled to come twee the
fourth Thursday, this would mean
they would either have to remain
here idle two weeks under expense,
before school opened, or go back
home, and then return opening day
If held on the fifth Thursday. this
leaves only one week for them, and
it usually takes this length of time
to find boardipg houses, get settled
and prepared for the term. At his
request the board postponed the ex-
amination until the time mentioned.
The financial report of the board
was filed. It showed $441.36 on hand
July it received $11,143 from the mu-
nicipal taxes; received $3,040.81 from
the state fund; paid out $6,14841S,
Which leaves a present balance of
$9,475.71.
There was allowed the $243-34 July
payroll, and $t,887.44 worth of mis-
cellaneous accounts. Miss Erwin
Morgan was allowed $too for helping
teach during the summer normal,
Prof. W. H. Sugg vras allowed the
same and Miss Daisy Winfrey $60.
the latter being the music teactier of
the public schools,
Chairman Arch Sutherland, of the
committee on course of study, re-
ported that this sub-tiody had out-
lined the books to be used next year
by the different classes, and there
were only two changes. The eclectic
primary 'history was substituted for
the Kincaid history in the Sixth
grade, while Wentworth's Elemen-
tary Algebra was substituted in the
sixth grade for the Milne work. The
report on the course of study provid-
ed that the children of the first and
second grades should use No. 2
Eagle brand of pencil and a long
wrangle resulted over this, Members
Bacon, Morriasn, Gateman and Davis
takiag the ground that this size pen-
cilecvas too large for the little chil-
dren, it being a young "sawtog" in
proportion. It was adopted though.
People residing on the west side of
the Washington +solrool building on
Broadway have a little house sitting
between the residienee and school
building, and the trustees believe the
small structure is over on the school
property. To determine this - Trus-
tee Walston reported that he had re-
quested City. Engineer Washingtent
to take his instrument and ascertain
the dividing line between the adjoin-
ing properties, so if the house is over
on the school's it can be moved. Mr.
Washington is very busy now, but
promised to attend to this right
away, so as to setae the controversy.
The resignation of Miss ISFargaret
Kirk was read by Secretary Pitcher
and accepted, she giving up her place
in the local schools to accept one in
the Louisville schools. On the re-
signation being accepted the super-
intendent and proper committee were
ordered to recommend the name of
successor, that will have to be rati-
fied by the full board. This will be
done before the next board session.
There was read by Secretary Pitch-
er a revolution, stipulating that the
sense of the board be that married
white women be not employed in the
schoots, and in this manner there peer
'actuated the precedent establish/ads
heretofore by refusing to employ
married women as teachers. A wran-
gle ensued over ehe'resoltstrose-tes
cause Miss Clara Moore, one of the
teachers, was re-elected for the come
ing year, and afterwards married Mr.
Hinne Ogilvie, but never sent in her
resignation. Member Morrison mov-
ed that the resolution be tabled, but
only himself, Davis and 'Bacon sup-
ported the idea. The resolution was
then adopted, and this declares Mrs.
Ogilvie's position vacant, to be filled
by a single lady.
Member Morrison was ordered to
again call on the municipal legislative
authorities and demand that the
schools of the city be paid their pro-
portion of ,.the back city taxeg paid
into the public treasury, and also tha.
the educational branch of the govern-
ment be given their legal percentage
of the police court fines and forefit-
tires, to which they claim they are
entitled under the second class city
charter.
Trustee Davis, who is a member of
the construction company that is
building the new McKinley school in
Metharricsburg, reported so the
hoard that Fred Hoyer, superintend-
elit•of buildings fice the schools, had
gone heherday to the new McKinley
structure and ordered that a tier of
sixty joists be torn down and re-
placed on the ground that the wood
was rotten. Mr. Davis said. his me-
oharics 'bad gone to the trouble to
ttim up the joists, jet them in proper
Position and perform mush work, be-
fore the building superintendent con-
demned the work and ordered it's re-
moval. He continued that after the
khan were trinwned the mill would
r.ot take them back, and farther that
Mr. }Toyer should have condemned
the lumber before it woe worked trp,
if he found anything wrong.
Mr. Floyer informed the hoard that
the timber was rotten and could not
go into the structure, and after a
long wrangle it was decided the build
ing committee especially, and other
trustees who desired, meet at
o'clock next Monday afternoon at the
McKinley building and settle the
controversy.
Mr. Doris also claimed it was her
possible to put the building roof of.
according to the plans drawn by Mr.
Hoyer, and the committee was aleo-
instrocted to take up this eenterstiOn
also.
The trustees ratified their action o
last week when they held a spec
meeting at the downtown office
President Harry F. Williamson, and
awarded to Ed D. Hannan the con-
tract of installing the heating p
the new McKinley building, h'
ore being $hoch, eighty per rent of
which he is to get in an per cent in-
stallments while the work goes on
while the balance is to be turned over
ts him on completion of the work and
acceptance of same by the trustees.
He is to get it done by Septenaher,t
but Superintendent Lieb railads
point that school started on the/
cs: that month, the:Wore nothing
could be done by the pupils the first
week, as the harruntring and noise'
caused by the plumbers installing the
plant would detract the scholars from
their studies. Nlothing was done,
however, in changing the time limit
for completion of the job. It was or.:,
'tiered, however, that the spetificatioles
and bond be changed sio as to makee$1
read the heating plant shall warm 0,6
,•?
Be Healthy and Strong
Pure Malt is recognized everywhere as the surest,quickest builder of health arid strength. The mostcarefully selected malt and hops are used in thebrewing of
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
Belvedere nourishes the ner es and muscles. It's goodfor sick people and convales. ents because it's PUREand properly aged. And it's good for everybodywho enjoys a clear, sparkling, perfect beer—the bestbeer to be found anywhere.
Ask for Belvedere, the Master Brew, and






The Standard Flour of
The World,
 ---1111111110.building satisfactorily in all kinds of
winter weather.
Secretary Pitcher was instructed to
present to D. 14,, Street a $27 account
held og;ainst him by the board for tu-
ition for his _11011 who attended the+
city schools while residing outside
the corporate limits of the nomicip...-
ity.
Superintendent Lieb was granted
several weeks' vacation to go to the
Ozark mountoine of Arkansas.
It was decided to use some of the
several hundred old desks now on
hand in equipping additional rooms
over the city.
The question of the deed to the old
Mechanicsburg school property wes
taken up and the building cotmtrittee
instructed to straighten things ;oat so
the board could sell the 'property to
J. K. Bonduranti, who wanes the
beilding for a Christian church mis-
gion. The board owns the property,
but finds the city of Paducah never
it over to the educational de-
nt that purchased same. It
was in oversight
On motion, the board adjourned.
X-Ray-Development.
Some astonishing development, in
Xsray photography are reported by
Professor Resder and Dr. Joseph Ro-
&entre), of Munich. These two seien-
tisfii have been collaborating in X-ray
work and declare that they have suc-
h/ obtaining in be Fris than a
second of time X-ray photographs of
the barman chest. The patient Teasing
to breathe meanwhile: Having pro-
ceeded time far, they sought to take
pictures of the human heart between
its beats, as it was found that the
beating of that organ impaired the ex-
actness of the photographs. Having
fisht of al/ accurately Ringed tire time
elasping between the beats, they, by
the use of the most sensitive films
procurable- and the strongest possible
X-rays, obtained good Phrengraphs
In one-tenth of a second. It had trot
hitherto been thought possible to
trice such photograph.
t . ehlicns. J. C. S. Btrackburn is at-
sounted to speak at Catch Bal-




RINGING BELL DISTURBS PA.'
- TIENTS AT JUVERSIDE
HOSPITAL
The Concerete Walks, Flower- Beds
and Other Improvements In..
tended far The Yard.
The board of directors for River-
side hospital had as the use of the
tastitution grows older there are a.
Bomber of minor changes to be made
for the benefit and convenience of
the patients. At prevent the tele-
phone its right out in the main cor-
ridor in close proximity to the pay
ward, and free quarters, and as thii
loud clanging of the bell when rune
disturbs the sick, the phone will be
removed to the city ptheicians' of-
fice, or some quarter remote from
the sick. The doctors. find that
things were arrranged with a very
good idea when the builtiing ivas "--N. •ing coueglieted and put in shape be-
fore being turned over to the city,.
and nothing of importance has to be
altered.
The director" are now preparing to
report to the legis:ative boards what
they want in the nature of eomereto
eidesmiks along in front of the Wild-
ing. The alderroen informed the
hospital directors to let them know
what was needed in this tine, and
the same will be ordered. It is more it
than probable that a pavement will
be run all the, vsay from Clay, uo0
Fourth in frost of the hospital, and
teien on to the brink of the bluff
where Fourth abruptly comes to a
terminus several hundred feet be-
yond the institution. Concrete walks
will also be put around the hospitist
on both sides and tire place fixed le
bandersestely, while next spring noire,beds will be put in the yards, the
lawn _merged with bluegrass, and
thinga'gotten into an ever beaotiful
aid fresh condition pleasing to the
eye of the patients cared for.
Subscribe for the Register. _ .
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